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1NTRODUC"'f1ON
The International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) has been in geosynchronous orbit since January
26, 1978, Its mission has been to perform ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy with stars using a 45 cm
UV telcricope with an echelle spectrograph," 	 IUE experiments Have made many contributions to
state-of-the-art UV astronomy, ,a	 Therefore, it is desirable to extend operation of file spacecraft j
beyond its life design goal (3-5 years). This is made possible because the array Continues to produce
much more power than is regiAred at most observatory positions.' 	 Preflight calculatiOns 6 which
t
predicted the IUE solar array output for up to three years of flight are now obsolete. The available
WE array power is calculated ii'r this work for the initial life requirement of three years, The calcu-
lation is normalized to flight data at three years, Then the normalized power calculation is per-
formed for life goals tip to ten year's of flight. i
ARRAY DESIGN
The IUE solar array lws two paddles, as illustrated in Figure 1. Each paddle has three panels
(one central panel, 70.5 cni X 54.8 cm, and two lateral panels, 70.5 cin X 67.8 cm), The lateral
panels are attached to opposite sides of the central panel with each lateral panel plane making a 45° .
angle with die central panel plane, The plane of each array panel is perpendicular' to the XZ plane
of the spacecraft, Thus, as the orientation of the spacecraft is controlled such that the sun is always
in the XZ plane, the position of the sun with respect to all six array panels is defined by only one
coordinate (angle a). 	 Values of a are confined to the range 0° to 135° because the telescope,
coaxial to the +X axis of the spacecraft, can not be pointed to within 45° of the sunline. i
Each array panel has honeycomb-type construction, There are 4980 ? cm X ? cm, n/p silicon"
solar cells bonded to the array structure with silicon_ adhesive,- The cells are .02 cm thick with a 1 f
St-cm resistivity,
	
Cerium, doped covers, ,01 cm thick, provided protection to the cells against
immediate catastrophic radiation damage, The cells are wired with welded stress-relief, silver-on-
molybdenum interconnects Such that each ventral panel has 69 series cells per string by 20 parallel
strings; -nnd each lateral panel has 75 series cells per string by 24 parallel strings. The operating
voltage of the average cell on each central and lateral panel is 423 mV and 389 mV, respectively.
This L.-ads to 28 volts across each parallel string at the spacecraft bus line after substraeting interface
loss,­ .
	
The power supplied by each central and lateral panel is 28 volts	 201	 and 28 volts	 241L,
wim,,e, I C and 1 L are the currents generated by the average cell on the central and lateral panels,
respectively, Hence, to determine the available power output for the WE solar array, the average
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of typical WE solar cells are evaluated in the following sections
as a function of several prevailing variables (namely, illumination, temperature and radiation
damage).
SOLAR ILLUMINATION AND ARRAY TEMPERATURE
The position of the still with respect to the array is described by the angle 	 The sunline
normal -to the surface of the central panels occurs at (3 =67.5°. Thus, the view factor for the central
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lateral pastels are cos ((3-1 12.5°) and cos (p-22,5°), respectively, as a i 4S° rotation is required to
displace a lateral panel to tile plane of the central panels. The cosine law does not describe the
comp lete dependence of the solar illumimadon ,  because of the variation of file earth's distance from
the sun between summer and wisher solstices. The best all(] worst case correction-factors are 1,035
(winter) and .965 (summer). A re-examination of figure 1 reveals an additional correction to the
cosine view factor. No array panel has its normal Massing through the spacecraft center of coordi-
mates from which the angle. Q is measured. However, this error is negligible because of tlae con y-It
	
parably large distance to tite still.
At normal incidence to it given WE array panel, the solar illumination is I solar constant
`	 which has been shown'i to be approximately 135.3 ttW/ml . That solar energy which is not.con-
verted to electrical energy is dissipated as heist, As the still is the primary source of heat and the cell
illumination depends on Q, so does the array temperature depend oil 0. Preflight calcula tions'
j	 were performed to determine flow the WE array temperature varies with /i, The predicted tempera-
ture profiles at the three year life requirement are displayed in Figure 2. This thermal study was
based oft a combinatios l of two models. A radiative model considered reflections and emissions
from all viewing surfaces (panels, paddle support arms and satellite body) in addition to direct solar
illumination. A conductive model considered heat transfer across the honeycomb panels, tltrr silicon
cells and the cell intercotmects, The calculations also predicted a mininitim array Temperature of
1550 C to -165°C during WE eclipses. 57 min to 71 min, respectively.
Two platinum resistors were mounted on each WE array panel to monitor solar cell tempera-
ture, The array with its platinum thermometers were subjected to preflight thermal cycling be-
tween -I SO°C and +60°C'. The per'f'ormance of the resistors was unreliable with two failing only
during cold phases and three failing during hot and cold phases before the completion of forty
cycles. As the array temperature sensors rare not flight essential, no defective platinum thermometer
was replaced, Six of the twelve sensors were connected to WE telemetry. As previously reported,9
two of the six platinum resistors failed during the first year of flight, As of tlu-ee years flight time,
the remaining four temperature sensors (one lower panel, one tipper panel and both centred panels)
operated reliably except fora few erroneous readings during cold phases. A temperature reading
from each sensor its well as a a angle reading is acquired each hour. These data acquired at: 3 years
±30 days are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5 for the central, lower and upper array panels, respectively,
In each case a least-squares routine 10
 was applied to the data (panel temperature versus a angle) to
determine the best second order fit. As shown in a preflight study," the uncertainty in the tem-
perature measurement is t3.7°C, Thus, the best ease temperatures and worst case temperatures are
obtained by shifting the above curves by +3.7°C and -3.7°C, respectively. z
IRRADIATION DOSAGE
A study has been performed to determine the IUE:radiation environntent. 12 The IUE orbit
(period, 24 hrs; perigee, 25235 Km; apogee, 46350 Kin; and inclination, 29°) was integrated over
the then most current space radiation models to estimate tile ,
 charge particle fluences fora mission
duration of three years, in the case of trapped electrons, fluences were calculated using the AE17-
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Figure 2. Average Panel Temperature Versus Sun Position.
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99 %o CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
COEFFICIENT LOWER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT
'CONSTANT'	 -12.18705 -14.95155 -9.42255
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(worst case) estimate, The results are given in Table 1, These data are reduced by one half to
obtain a lower limit (best case) estimate. Fluences for trapped protons were calculated using the
solar maximum version of the AP8 model, 14 The results are given in Table 2 for numbers of anom-
alously large solar events predicted with a confidence level above 80 percent, The best and worst
cases correspond to two and five events, respectively.
Much is known about the degradation of solar cells due to irradiation with ntonoenergetic
unidirectional charged particles, However, the space radiation environment of IUE, as well as other
spacecrafts, consists of a spectrum of omnidirectional charged particles, Hence, multienergetic
omnidirectional space radiation fluences were converted to an equivalent 1 Mev normal incidence
electron fluence using the procedure, as interpreted from the literature, 15 given below,
Step I Calcula te the 1 Mev electron fluence C'>	 at normal incidence upon a cell of shield
	 {1 Mev u
thickness t that produces radiation damage equivalent to that produced by the multienergetic
space electron fl"Cltce Oe(E=0) • . Oe(E=-),
For all 1-V parameters
M^v a	 l 0e(>E-dE/2)- e(>E+dE/2)] De(E,t)	 i
where Mo,t) • • • De(-,t) are damage coefficients interpolated from Table 3,
Table 1

























Protons Incident Upon IUE12
f
TOTAL NO, OF PARTICLE S/CMI FOR A MISSION`
DURATION OF v = 3 YEARS
CONFIDENCE LEVEL Q(%)*
ENERGY
(a Mev) 80.91 92-96 97-98 99
NO. OF ANOMALOUSLY LARGE EVENTS PREDICTED
FOR GIVEN r & Q
(2) (3) (4) (5)
1010 3.360E 10 5.040E 10 6.720E 10 8,400E 10
20.0 2.304E 10 3,456E 10 4,608E 10 5,760E 10
30,0 1,580E 10 2,370E 10 3.160E 10 3.950E 10
40.0 1.083E 10 1.675E 10 2.167E 10 2,708E 10
50,0 7.428E-09 1.1 141110 1.486E 10 1.857E 10
60.0 5.094E 09 7.641 E 09 1.019E 1.0 1.274E 10
70.0 3.492E 09 5 ,238E 09 6.984E 09 8.730E 09
80.0 2.394E 09 3,591'E 09 4.788E 09 5.985E 09
90,0 1.642E 09 2.463E 09 3,284E 09 4.105E 09
100.0 1.126E 09 1.689E 09 2.252E 09 2.814E 09
*Q DENOTES THE DEGREE OF CONFIDENCE ONE WISHES TO ASSIGN TO THE RESULTS,
NAMELY THAT FOR THE SPECIFIED MISSION DURATION THE CALCULATED FLUENCES
ARE THE SMALLEST VALUES WHICH WILL NOT BE EXCEEDED BY ACTUALLY EN-
COUNTERED INTENSITIES.
Step 2 Calculate the 10 Mev proton fluence loMev P at normal incidence upon a cell of shield
thickness t that produces radiation damage equivalent to that produced by tiiee multienegetic
space proton fluence Op(E=0) .	 0p(E=-),
For I-V parameter ISC
r
0 oMw p E10 (>E-dE/2)-0p(>E+dE/2)1 • Dp C (E,t)	 i
E=o`	 -
where Dp C (o,t) • • • DSC ­,t) are damage coefficients interpolated from Table 4.
For I'-V parameters Vp C & PM A x
m
oMev	 [4p(>E-dE/2)-+p(>E+dE/2)] • Dp c E,t)
e=0
where Dp C (o,t)	 • DO C (oo,t) are damage coefficients from Table S.
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L v1 R,GY 511111,1) I	 ICKNtISS ((;,Nl:'(',W )
0 51"4) 1 1 1.681-22 3.351 -2 6711-3 1.1.11 -1 1.681'-1
150 2,0901 -04 .1,6871' m 05 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
.160 5:0001-04 1 ;)$11-U5 0. a, 0. 0. 0. 0.
,170 8.9511-04 1.6201-04 0, 01 0. 0. 01 0,
180 1.501• -03 3,1681 -04 2,2:71-05 O. 0. 0, 0. 0.
.190 .1 ,400-0.1 59381-04 5.2281-05 Q. 01 0. 0. 0.
'200 3.6501-01 10451 .03 1.1431-04 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
.320 6.7501-U3 : 5„131-03 4,3751--04 1,550 -OS 0. 0. 0. 0.
240 1.0.151-0; 4 .9241-03 1,2631°03 8.6t^71-05 0. O. 0. 0.
.260 1.4501-02 7 9811- -03 .1 .8141:-03 3.6041-04 0, 0. 0. 0.
.280 1-0101 -02 1.174E-02 5.052E-03 1.0 731 -03 0, 0. 0. 0.
.300 1%51°•02 1.6681- -02 7;9411-03 3,4001_-03 18381-05 0. Q. 01
3.10 3.3851-03 2.2491` -02 1.1561 -0' 4:'201:-03 1.4811-04 0. O. 01
1360 5.0041-02 3 5811'-02 11422 1.-02 9.858E-03 1.3141-03 0, 0. 0.
.400 7,0001-02 5.12551'-02 '3.4231-02 1.8551-02 4.3111":-03 9,0751.-05 0. 0.
.450 9,5061-02 7 .5621-0 5.3441-02 3.2581,-0 2 1.1001:-02 1.2951?-03 0. 0.
500 1.2501-01 1.0231`-01 7.5951 ; -0" 5,0591-02 2.1461.-02 4.8241-03 7.7591-05 0.
.600 2001-01 1.7031-01 1,343E-01 9.810F-03 5.347E-02 2,15811-02 4,3151-D3 0.
.700 2.7001-01 240V-01 2.0041'-01 1.574-01 9.7691^` -02 4.926E-02 1.8021'--02 0,
.800 3.500E-01 3.1661'-01 2.718E-01 2.2251-01 1.5271s-01 M74v1-02 4.262L-02 3.0974•'-04
.900 4.2251-01 3.8988-01 3.438E-01 :.9 101'-01 1121L-01 1.38517-01 7.7261-02 41452L-03
1,000 5.0001-01 4.6571;-01 4,1691'-01 3.6071'-01 2.759E-01 1.9341.1-01 1.199[.-01 1,566E-02
1.200 60001-01 6,3031:-01 5,7331-01 5,0721-01 4,0681-.-01 3,0111 F 01 2.172F-01 5.9371.-02
1:400 5,6001-01 8.1601-01 7.5151-01 6.7591-01 5.593Fµ01 4.419E-01 3.31''-1-01 1.281 L'-01
1.600 L0601?+00 1.OI2F+00 9,405E-01 8,5641-01 7.,^,561 1-01 5.0 16 U -0 1 4.6141--01 «.12'01--01
1.800 1.2601'+00 1,3101+00 1.1361;+00 1.0451+00 9.022L-01 7.5311:-01 6.0.401'-01 3.091)1-01
2.000 1.4701+00 1.4181 .100 1.3391;+00 I.242L+00 1.0881~+00 0,2451-01 7.611E-01 4.2366-01
2,250 1.7291=400 1.6761+00 1,5921+00 1,4891+00 13231;'+00 1.1451+00 9.639E-01 5.79311-01
.',500 2.000E-HN 1,9431+00 1,8541:+00 1,7441+00 1:56611+00 1.37411+00 1,178L'+00 7,4991;-01
2.7$0 '2521 + +00 2,1971'.+00 11081+00 10071+00 1.8136+00 1.61141+00 1,399t , +00 9.314E-01
3.000 2.5101400 2.4541;+00 3.3621+00 2.2481;+00 2.057E+00 1,8474+00 1.627F+00 1.125E4-00
3,250 2.7541+00 2.6981"+00 2,6061:+00 :.4901:+00 12951;+00 2.0781+00 1.8491400 1.32011+00
3.500 3.0001+00 2.9431+00 3:8504:+00 2;7311+00 IS31F+00 2.3091+00 2,0721?+00 11520[.+00
3.750 3.3491400 3.1911.+00 3.0961 ,+00 2,9741+00 2.7706+00 2,541E+00 2.29611+00 1.723E+00
4.000 150011+0O 3.44.1+00 3.3441;+00 3.2201?+00 1.0111+00 2,775E+00 2.52311+00 1.9286+00
4.500 3.9501.+00 3.804,400 3,7981-+00 .1 .6751:+00 3.4641:+00 :1,2231400 2.9621?+00 2,33211+00
5.000 4.4001?+00 14.3441;+00 4.2471:+00 4.1:11:•+ • 00 3;9051::100 3.6591+00 3.3901?+00 2.7381:+00
$.500 4.8501:+00 ;1,7931',+00 ' 0951.100 4,5661+00 4.3461.1+00 4.09311+00 3,8171',+00 :3,14111+00
6.000 5.3001;100 5,2 ,131'+00 5.1431'400 5.0121+00 4;7874.;+00 4.5281:+00 4.2441z+0O 3.545E+00
7.000 i.ISOF400 6.0931+00 S092F+00 5,859t;+00 5.6271;+00 .5+3581+00 5.062!;+00 4.32611+00
8,000 60001+00 6.8481+00 6.753E+00 6,0261400 6.401 F400 6:1381+00 5.8446+00 5,097L•'+00
0,000 7.6071+00 7,5550:+00 7,4621'*+00 7.3351+00 7.1121+00 6,8484-*+00 0531;+00 .5,801E+00
10,000 8.300t:+00 8.2491.+00 8.156F•10O 8.0291+00 7,804E+00 7,539E+00 7.241E+00 6.47911+00
1.5 .000 1,0601 '+01 I.O56F+01 1.0491:+01 1.0391:+04 1,0201'+01 9:981 F.+00 9.725F+00 9.047E+00
X000 1.1301'+01 1 '271+01 1,221 F+01 1.2131?+01 1.1971+01 1.177E+01 1,155 E+O 1 1,095E+01
'_4.000 1.3601+01 13571:+01 1.3521401 1.344E+01 1.329E+01 1.311 E+01 1.290E+01 1,2331'+01
.10.000 1.4701+01 1.4671.+01 1;4621+01 1.45.1 F+01 1,4421+01 1.4254+01 1.405 E+01 1.352E+01















0 ^,5`ll -3 l 'o8l -2 335L-2 6.71F-3 I.12C-1 I.GHL?-1 3.351:1.
.100 24351 < 04 O. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0.
NO 3.0.171.03 0. O. O. 0. 0. 0. 0.
,300 1.3741 X02 O. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0,
400 3.9871-02 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
.600 1.5021-01 0. 0. 0. O. 0. O, 0,
;800 312431 .01 0, 0. U. 0. O, 0. O.
1.000 5.2161.`--01 0, O. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0,
1,"00 7.1081. X01 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0.
1.300 7.8901--01 2.3221°05 0, 0. 0. O. 0. 0.
1,400 8,5491'-01 3.7501`-03 0. 0. 0. Q. 0. 01
IAN 9.53211.01 8,1241-02 O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
1.800 1.0101100 2.5251: -01 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, 0.
2.000 1:03911-400 4.5581 •^ 01 0, 0. 0. ` O. 0• 0.
2.200 1:0481+00 6. 1.331.01 0. 0, 1?. 0, 0. 0,
2400 1.0411 00 7.4261-01 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0.
2.600 1,0231:,M0 8.2071-O 1 1.860E-05 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
2.800 9.9621:-01 11.6801:01 39251 ,'-02 0, 0. 0. 0. 0.
3.000 9.6391 -01 8.9121 -01 1,7941?-01 0. 0. 0, O. 0.
3.21 00 9.2361-01 8.161-01 3.46SF-Ol 0. O, O: O. 0.
3400 8.9371-01 11,8711• -01 14.8071-01 0. 0. 0. O, 01
3,600 8,5981-01 8.6971 :.-01 5.7871'-01 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3.800 8.2731:-01 8.4811-01 6.491-01 0, 0. 0. 0. 0,
1,000 7 96.1L-01 8.2431.-OI 0 879F-01 1.2881-03 O. 0. 0. 0.
4.200 7.7231°01 7 .989V-01 7.1 OS1--01 7.227F-O2 0, 0. 0. 0.
4400 7,4861-01 7.7341-0 l 7.1891; -Q7 2.07711-01 0. 0.	 . 0. 0.
4.600 7,:541-01 7.499F-O2 7.1441:-Q1 3.2.74E-01 0. 0. 0. 0.
4.800 7.0291-01 7280E-O i 7.1'01-01 4.191 F,-01 0, 0. 0, 0.
5,200 6.6051+-01 6,866F-Ol 6,8901-01 5.2861,-01 0. 0. 0. 0.
5.600 6.2161-01 6.479F-01 6,6131:-01 5,7.311=01 0. 01 O, 0.
6.000 5.8671'-01 6.1 19F-OI 6.319F -O 1 5.83911-01 2,14 1.1"-03 0, 0. 0.
6 AOO 5.58S1:-01 5.7921•-•01 60191,:-01 5.7931:-01 1.7421:-01 0, 0. O.
61800 5:3391'-Ol 5:52O1-01 5.7311:-01 5.0641:-01 3.1961--01 0, o, 0,
7.200 5.1281.-01 5.2851;-01 .5,4771` -01 5,491 F-01 3.9451-01 0. 0. 0.
"+ V)O 4.947E-01 5,0861 01 5.255 ? m 01 5,.991 ;.-01 ),,17l'-01 0, 01 0.
8011. 4.7861-01 4.9091-01 5.058L:-01 5.11811-01 4.4841 ,'-0 1 0, O, 0.
9,000 4.476F-01 4.56511-01 4.6691:-01 4.7241:-01 4.4781;-01 2.7,351'-Ol 0. 01
10,000 4,337F-01 4,369F,-Ol 4.40IE 01 4.425E-01 4.29214-Ol 3.5371:-01 0. 0.
11,000 4,„.,32'1 7 -01 4,:4511°0I 9 2581;-01 4,22611-01 4.011:1-01 3.6751.-01 2,0611:-01 0.
12.000 4,19611-,01 4,1871--01 4.1551:--01 1,1101-Ol 3,95611-01 3,6491701 3.8391-.-01 0.13.000 4.18S1-01 4.16711-01 4,12011-01 4,0401'-01 3,8721:-Q1 3.58811-01 3,0621-01- 0.
14:000 4,1811-01 4.1 591?-U 1 4.1051:-01 4,0201-01 3.8281-01 3.553E-0 I 3,1311:-Q 1 0,
15,000 4,194 1 -0 1 4.1731 :-01 4.1041?-01 4.01OF-01 3 8141.-01 3.5381:-01 3,15911-01 0,
16.000 4.2141-01 it. 1821 ,'-=01 4,1201-01 4,0:51*,-Ol 3,8191-01 3,5471:-01 3.1871-01 1.4391:-01
18.000 4.1921-01 4.17911-01 4,1331°O1 4.05411-01 3,8731:-01 :1,6061-01 3„691'-0) 2,1751'	 01
20.000 4.172E-01 4.1591-01 4.125E-01 4.05S1-01 3.9000'-01 3,6791;-Ol 3,379F-01 2.441E-OI
22000 4.1441-01 4.11711-01 4,0931:-01 4,047F.-01 31151?-01 3.73111-01 3.4731.-01 2.048[:-01
24.000 4.0941;-01 4.0831-OI 4.0591_-O 1 4O1Ol -01 3.9191-01 3.7571;-01 3.4571-01 2,8341.-01
26,000 4.0491'--01 4.0391:-01 4.011111-OI 3.985F-Ol 3,898E-01 3.7691"a-01 15911-OI 2.9841:-01
28.000 4.00011-01 3:9941-OI 1978F-01 1,9391-01 3,8751-01 3,7641-01 3,61311-01 3.1011;-01
30.000 3035F-01 3 93OF-01 3.91811-01 3.8961.-01 3.8341;-01 3.7531;-Q1 3.6251-01 311861'-OI
34,1100 3.78411-01 3,7821*1-01 3,7771:-01 3.76711-01 3.7391.-01 16771:-01 3,6001;-Q1 3,2911'•-01
38:000 3,6641-01 3.662F-Ol 3,6571-01 16SO1-01 3.617E-01 3.S82F-01 3.52911-01 3.3121:-01
42,000 3.5321-01 3.5321:-O,1 3,53211-01 3.53OF-01 3,5191-'-01 3.4841-01 3.4461:-OI 3.2221'-Ol
46.000 1,399'("-O l 3,3991(-O l 3.40OF-01 3: 4001;-01 1,39611-01 3,3721-01 3,34917-01 3,245 F.-01
50.000 3.272F-01 3.272E-01 3.'721:-01 3.2731?-01 3,27111-01 3,2641i-01 3,2501-01 3.17711-01
5$;000 3.1251'-Ol 3J26F-01 3.1'!81:-01 3.1.301-01 3.1331:-01 3,1321 1 -01 3,1261;-01 3,0821''-01
60.000 2.9881-OI 2,989E-01 2 2190E -01 2 0921: Ol 2,0951:-01 2.997E-01 2.9931:-01 2.9691=-01
651000 2,8441-01 2.8,16F-01 2,85011-01 2,8551: 01 2.863E-01 2.8711:01 2.8751'-01 2.869L^'-01
70.000 '_.7101:-01 2.712E-01 »,7151:-01 2,720E-01 2.7281--01 2.7361;-OI 17431:-01 2.748E-01
80,000 2.474E-OI 2;4761-01 -',4801-01 2,48SE--01- 2,494E-01 2,5041'-01 2,51411-01 2.5311?-01
90.000 2.'-45E-01 2.2471-01 2.25 11'--0 1 2.256E-01 2,26011'-Ol 2,2771;-01 2,289E°01 2,315E-01
100,000 1.997F.-01 1.9991	 01 2.00411-01 2.01OE-01 1.022r-01 2.0371;-01 2.05211-01 2,0891'-01
130,000 1.49211-01 1.4931'.-01 1.496E-01 I ,SOOE-01 1,509E-01 1.51913-01 1.530E-01 1.560L-01
160`,000 1.1831-01 1,183F-01 - 1,1851'-01 1;1881; OI 11921:-01 1.199E-01_ 1 206E-01 1.2'-61;-0l
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ORIGt)11A ' PAGit 1
OF POOR QtlALIT
Step ^, C"tak'uhlte 1110 1 hlov dedroll tluvlwe 0 ^^1ri, tat nklrallatineidoll" upoll a %xll k)I'shield 00A.
lies t that tlrtalllwvs r11kli"Itioll kholloge C`quiv klit to that Prok11wed by the speorkilli or kill spim,
kwllar^ekl ptlrt k^Ies
For IN plartllnk'tur 61
0(() 11wx0 i.-^ 4o(1) I) ovo ,a>:tiix) , Vm) Iu \tOrp
Vor I-V, 	 VO C &k P it A
1, tt1 in1 ,^k k, e l^la) 1\It^^ k, '1,	 lit)Il	 y'atC) j NIc+k u
The 1Io ► ago k.'t)erfilietlts given ill `I'tahle 's Y , n1 nlld $ tal'e (of ce lls W ith infinite	 shidklhlg,
in the onse of the 10 0 sk)har alrM)A its \k'i`ll as tither spoveatift arrtal's, exIlk)sllre to rtidhatirlll from the
rear limm tllso he volisid °t`i'll, Thii lloakk to tall k`f^t^`k' ive kl,tllltal k` ekleffllt ono (hot 1S ilk' sa1111 of tllk'
dtallltage %001 '600A(S (k)r the trktllt and rear shiold thiekllesses, Tlw k'eli shielding for Ow IM., array
4s ilhistrated ill i`igll v tl. 11w frklllt and war 'Sh ield tliik`kilesse"s for whiell khl ►ntltic' lk1Ot't"61011(s k\'ere
111tk4't^k)ltltk'd are 'N1 gl 011 told J', 1 vtlll" vespeoively. The l'ostiltillg dolllalllk' G=kl't^tl4'l^`lats 11m
given ill f'tahlk^s ta, ^ sand 8^,
}\, t`klmptito pwgram (A)"Imikh\ A) li s l boll writ tell to calmllate the tlk't ek1111\'ololli' ) lk ov
101eetrkul (h1eue li)llowink the prooek ure outiilik'dobk vex The tv'stiltltalt dosoges to MIMI dw 111,
sk)hil` tlrnly wow e \posekl tal'ter three \`eo" tan' 1, i"a > 1=1 I Mev e',`c1O Voi,1St` (ht'st case), 2,1471,**14
I Moo k'-k`111 1 1`01' Ig t, (lk'k)rst %`task'), 1. •111"1, 14 I Mek- k';'V110 for VllC, &I P^t¢^t ll)k'st %`last') tlltd t ,»I 1= `1'




111"el'lihllt e\I)erilneaits 16 \\`eve petrovillekl Willi typi%'ol 1111` Zkllalr tells to dk'lk'1'lnilre tilt IN
112al;lillelk'aS C)t, tile ta!'e1'tl e 00L`l'he INC1IrV`cs of $00 tellti Wove111k'aaSaliV'kl ill tievortal k' I tk`alll ont—
& .
	
„ ,	 ,	 t	 '	 ' ' ,	 '	 y a sttllldard lahklra°tln^.> Ill c,akh k,ls^, the ilhunintatik)n ^k^,as 1'i yt,kl at: 1 'Sol or ck)last,ant ,ace ^llllultrtcd 1)<<
Wry sk)laroe l.hk'se celk had not been mlhie%'tekl it) olly I'idlatiklll dtltllage, The "Ivertalte QkIr)'e for
Sek'ertll all le111plaotures as khsployed ill I'Ihtil: ', The I .V parnlnc'lc'rs tit .)$'C, two ISC w 140 mA,
35^ 0 nl\", PhI A X	 i^, `IuW, ^'^ 1 i, ^ ,100 11IV o11d 1Ntp ? 1:1)111 \, `l'IIev tart ilahzt^ 119 tile
best tasty v ahlcs. `file \\'klm eaw IN poralllk`tk`r's at 2 S orv, 1g, w 1371 Inn, V(,)C S1)(' 111V PM A',
ti,3„5 IMV, \ htp =;' OO 111\ Ilnkl INIp #* 1,21 7 mAl	 11 -tio i mA loss ill Isc tallki !Nip wo", v 'sailntlted by
'	 tklalsiderinit prklkiltk`tioll lile variotik)lls t1r11k111^ il1k' ^t)t) k`t`llst 	 l^	 ^
'I'h.e dogradation of all I-V pornmeter Y klhe to till Irradialikln dosa 'go is gollertkM., opproxi"
11' wed by till k'klllaatiklll or thc' ;Ctlllowillg t't11111,^1^
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11-flectron Damage Cool'ficienk for the Average IUC Soler Cell.








.75 .219 .0198 .249
1.25 .592 .243 .835
I.75 1,05 .563 1.61
2.25 1,55 957 2,51
2175 2,07 1.39 3.46
3.25 2.56 1.84 4.40
3.75 3.05 2,29 5.34
4.25 3.53 2.73 6.26
4.75 3.98 3,16 7,14
5135 4.42 3.59 8.01
5.75 4,87 4.02 8,89
6.25 5.331 4,44 9,75
6175 5,73 4.84 10.57
Table 7
Proton Damage Coefficients for I sc of" the Average lUE' Solar (ell,








15 .407 .310 .717
25 .402 .356 .758
35 374 .11158 .733
45 343 .337 .680
55 313 .313 .626
65 .285 .287 .572
75 260 1-1631 .523)
85 .237 .240 477
95 213) .217 .430
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Table 8









15 ,471 496 ,967
25
,417 .395 .812
i5 ,381 372 ,753
45 .347 ,344 ,691
55 315' .316 .631
65 .287 290 ,577
75 .261 264 .525
85 ,237 ,241 ,478
95 213 218	 1 431
the critical fitience is that equivE ► lent I Mev electron flume; at normal incidence upon the Cell
which degrades the IN parameter to 90 "r, of its value before irradiation, Data have been previously
assembled is as a function of cell thickness, that: characterizes I-V degradation due to 1 Mev electron
irradiation of"- n-cm in(] 10 92-cm. from these dat a, shown ill Figures 8-15, the value ot.yid was
found for each IN paralliefer of the typical WE cell (1 92 -cm resistivity and ,02 cm thick) by inter-
polation, At a reference temperature of3 0°C, the results for the best clue re;
Ig C (0) = 140,34 mA-4, 6.62 mA • Log (1 + 0/7,7511+13 1 1 eN , e/cml
V00(0) = 586.10 mV-1 94.70 mV - Log (I +0/7,501 +14 1 Mev a/cut?)
1) MAX (0) = 64.04 ntWT21, 1-7 mW • Lot; ( I + 0/4,701',+I3 1 Mev c/em` )VM 1)(0)
 - 490,32 n1V-162.88 m V Log (I + ¢,/9,001>,+14 1 mev e/ell l )
IMh(0)=N AX(0/VM11(0)
The Worst case degradation equations Eire,
,t
I30 (0) = 137.34 mA-45.62 mA • Log (I + 0/7.75 F,+.13 1 Mev e/cm')
VOC(0) = 586,10 tilV-194.70 mV Log (1 +0/7.5013+14 1 MevTe/cnl2)
1)MAX(0)' 62.54 nlW-20.78 mW Log (I +0/4.70E+13  1 Mev e/cni=)
V_ ,	 = 490 32 nlV-- 162,8 nlV • o 1 +0/9,00H+14
	 v e el	 lMt(^)	 ,_ 	 Lt,( _IMcr / al)	 3I	 IM10)= I)MAX,W/vnft'(0)
Substitution oft:ile previously calculated WE, irradiation dosages into these degradation equations
y ields the 1-V parameters for the average W
	 lcell 	 lh,E soar ce after 3 eats in I'lt, The re spective bestl y	 pt	 -^	 years '	 ^	 1
and worst, case results art, 120.24 mA and 106 1 1. mA for 1 SC .. 571.52 mV and 555.97 mV for
VO C , 51_,22 mW and 43,97 nlW for !' MA X
 
and 480.01 mV and 468.74 mV for V M p, These values
however, are valid only when the cell temperature is 30°C.
v3	
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pression of the following form.
Y(T) = Y(TO ) + b(TO) (T -To),
where b(T0) is the temperature coefficicnt at an arbitrary reference temperature T O . Ill this work,
tho reference temperature is 30°(`, Tile temperature coefficient for each IN parameter is depend-
eilt oil radiation damage. This dependence has been characterized in the literature" for 2 n-cm
and 10 &2-cm cells at 30°C. These data are shown in figures 16-19. The value of the temperature
coefficient ror each IN parameter of the typical (1 n-cm) IUE cell was determined by interpola-
tion, The best case results for the temPeratllre dependence of the WE cell parameters after 3 years
are:
I SC = 120.24 mA + .0954 mA/'C • (T - 30°C)
VOC = 571.52 mV — 2,10 nlV/°C • (T - 30°C)
13M A x	 51.22 mW - .162 mW/°C - (T - 30°C)
VM 1) _ 480.01 my - 1.80 mV/°C • (`C - 30°C)
I MP ' I'N1AX/VMP
The resulting worst case IN parameters are given by;
I SC = 106.12 mA + .113 mA/°C - (T- 30°C) i
VOC = 555,97 mV - 2,19 iilV/°C - (T - 30°)
I'M A a = 43.97 mW - .149 mW/°C • (T - 30° )
VM P = 468,74 mV — 1.88 nlV/ t'C - (T — 30')
IMP = I'MAX/VMp
These e(Illa0011S are' Valid 0111y in the temperature legion where the temperature coefficients do not
Vary SUbstilntially froln their value at 30°C. This is the case with the temperature coefficients for
ISC over the ringe (-150°C to 60°) to which the WE solar array is subjected, however, the tem-
perature coetficicllts for I'M AX changes almost linearly at a rate of-1.65X 10-' PM AX/°C/°C.
In the case of VOC and VM p, the temperature coefficients remain constant at temperatures above F
-20°C and change almost linearly at a 'rate of -.005 inV/°C/°C at temperatures below
Once tile. L.--V parameters have been determined for a given cell temperature, illumination and i	 t
radiation damage, the cell current I for a specified operating voltage V Must be determined. There
are several analytical models 17 that are generally used to approximate the shape of the solar cell
IV cutve. One such model that has displayed excellent accuracy below illumination levels of two
Solar constants is given below. 1 8 K
I=ISC (l +C1 {I - exp [ V/(C? uqC)l})
where C l =[1 -
 OM PASO] exi) I-VMt>/(C2 VOC)]
and	 0) = [.(VMp/VOC)_ I] /InI1 -(iMP/ISC)]
26
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^«$>t1.•.k , * # ter	 ^# ^'.^.akk
' 1u.3
I'11t^ rllciclel IM ., 11 0C1 4 1 ► srcl ill t{lis »c1r1: lct t111pr^1xinlllle the shape of Ow IN Curve for tilt average
ICIF solar Bell, A voillpliter prclpam (Aivendix 13) hots heell used ttl QI11eulato file I-V parameters or
the tiveroe 101 ; solar Bell (1111der 1 solar constant ll1t1111i11a11c1 11) 41s it I" 
IlIcti011 of fell tellthet",1t1lre
111111 r,Itliatitlll da111:14e ;Is. well t1s pltlt the I- cllrve tls'lilg the above illodel. A ramiily or IN 
airveS
for the test hurt worst cases, Wl11 cell ,Ifter tllrea years in flight ;IrQ ;t11t1w" nt F ►t"res 20 ;u1cl 21.
r1hRAY P()11°FR O(ITPUT
Tlw prevailing varlilbles (11a111ely. temperature, ratllalioa (1111mage alltl 11111111illation) 
tlptlll which.
the ivvcrage IhlF s►11Ir ►' cell IN pttra tile let's are fepel y
dent ltrive beell qualltifiecl ill the^preVlOIIs sec;-
1111s, ^l'11115, t he (^ l t^ s1llirt' ^11'1 a }' power 111.1y ►low be tletorminecl ill teriMs t1f [hl` i1Cl`t+lltr	 t' Ilt(? sc111 ►'
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OF POOR QUA't-U-1
Short Circuit	 ISC(T,O,S)=S' ISC(T,0,1)
Current
Short circuit current fSC	 (See Table 9)
net loss factor
corrected short	 ISC(T,O,S) -* fSC • ISC(T,O,S)
circuit current
cell operating	 lop(T ,O,S) = l0p(T,0, I ) --1ISC(T,0, l) ISC(T,01S))
current
operating current	 loP
	 (See Table 10)
net loss factor
corrected operating I0 P (T,0,S) -; fop • lop(T,O,S)
current
panel	 PI 28 volts 24 • lop(TIASI)
power	 Pc = 28 volts 20 lop(Tc,O,Sc)




Net Available	 P = 2 • P1 + 2 • PC + 2 • PU
Array Power
.	 r
The calculations outlined above were performed to obtain the IUE solar array power after
three years. The best and worst case power are plotted in Figure 22 as a function of beta angle
along with flight data for the available array power 19 after three years. The same is plotted in
Figure 23 for the beginning of life power. 20 In both examples the flight data are between the best 	 t
and worst case curves, as expected, In order that these calculations may yield the exact array
power, a nonnalization parameter K is defined such that;
Array Power = K - (Best Case Power) + (1-K) • (Worst Case Power) 	 P l




Also observed in Figure 22, the array power at the lower beta angles is closer to the worst	 !
case calculation, where at the higher beta angles the array power is closer to the best case calcula-
tion Thus, the normalization parameter K changes with the beta angle. This may be attributed to
a difference in cell characteristics and engineering loss factors from the lower to upper panel and/or









Correction Factors for ISM









Correction Factors for lop














The normalization parameters for flight data acquired after three years were statistically
fitted to a second-order ftinction in beta using a least-squares routine . 10 The result is displayed in
Figure 24, This normalization parameter may be applied to the best and worst case power calcula-
tion for three years 
in 
flight, The normali7 ,^d power is plotted 
in 
Figure 25 along with the corre-
sponding flight data. The same is shown 
in 
Figure 26 for the beginning of life. As there is excellent
agreement between the normalized calculation and flight data acquired at different times, the same







































































































































However, to use the normalized power calculation presented above to predict the array output,
the irradiation dosage and solar cell characteristics must be known as a function of time, The
increase in equivalent fluence with time is assumed to be constant at the previously calculated best
and worst case values per three years, The best and worst case I-V parameters for the average WE
cell are determined for an arbitrary point in time as they were determined for three years, A
computer program (Appendix C) was used to perform the uornnalized power calculation for each
year from beginning of life to ten years, The results are plotted in Figure 27 and also given in
digital form (Appendix I)).
CONCLUSION
The minimum power which must be provided to WE to maintain mission essential operations
is 175 watts continuously during clay light." The design requirement was 186 watts.' As the
power generating capacity of the solar array degrades with time, the beta angle region where more
than 175 watts can be supplied grows smaller. Therefore, the number of stars to which WE can be
pointed are fewer. This is the critical criterion by which the future utility of WE will be judged,
Tine upper and lower cut off beta angles, outside which less than 175 watts will be supplied to IUL,
are plotted in Figure 28. This defines the restricted region for beta as a function of time. It is
shown that the WE solar array can continue to produce more power than is required at most
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Appendix A L3QU LLT
5 RI.-Ni	 I QU FLLI **** '** *******w *** 	 + ** *r r *w	 r	 w	 +w *
10 RI?hl THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE EQUIVALENT IMEV ELECTRONS AT NORMAL INCIDENCE
15 RIM UPON °fill: SURFACE OF A SILICON SOLAR CELL DUE TO AN OMNIDIRECTIONAL
20 RIM ELECTRON AND PROTON RADIATION ENVIRONMENT.










75 REM THIS SLIBROUTINI-: C'OLLFCTS TIIE ELE("TRON SPACE RADIATION DATA FROM TLIE
S0 R EM OPERATOR.
$5 I'IZ1N1'(L1N(2),"ONINII)IIt1,'C`I'IONAL ELECTION l^LLIENCE (IiLL.CTRONS/CM''')"
90 PRINT.,	 VERSUS,. r	 i
95 PRINT"	 ELECTRON ENE RGY (>MIiV)"
100 PRINT (LIN(I ), "TO'I'ekl. NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS =",
105 INPUT N I -
110 PRINTNI,LIN(l)
115 PRINT "TILE OBSERVATION CORRESPONDING TO THE LOWEST ELECTRON ENERGY MUST BE"
120 PRINT' "I NTi RI,D hlRs,r. TnE--N ENTER THE ,REMAINING OBSERVATIONS IN ORDER Of"
125 PRINT "INCREASING; ELECTRON ENERGY
130 r0)i 1 -1 TO N
135 PIZIN'I' LIN(l), k 'O13SIR;VATION#' ;I
140 PRIN 1"'I LECTRON i'NI:IZGY (>MEV) =",
115 INPU`I't:l{I)
150 PRINTI-*l(I)
155 PRINT "L?LL.CTRON IjLLII?NCIv (I I,I:CTRONSrCNI^2)
100 INPUT RI(l)
105 PRINT RI(1)
70 N EXT 1
175 I I IZIN'I' LIN(I ),"C'1lL?('K 'I'I lE AI30V1 	 I)ATA AGAIN."'
180 I'It,IN'I' "I1 C'C)RRI:C'CIONS ARE REQUIR41) I NTFR 0"
SS PRINT "IL` DATA IS CORRITT 1 N 'I'ER ANY O°I'IiL.IZ N UMB ER"
190 1N1)LIT N
I95 II. \=0'n-n-N SS
200 PRINTU'R ISO
205 PRINT LIN(I),"ELECTRON",'"rLUENCE" "FLUENCr.","DlR1,GRlMNTIAL"
210 PRINT "ENERM ...... ELECTRONS/CNI'2)' •
 "(L1.ECTRONS/CM`M)",11FLIJENCE•I
415 PRIN °1' "(M I ^r )' • „^ 1"-(dI3^3)",,,^ Li+(dl^/?),. , ^ELL.C'1'RONS(CM"')" ;
20 FOR 1=1 TO NI -f ►
225' 1,1(I)= (FICI)+1 ?1(1+1))/1
230 PRIN`1'1.1(I),111(1),RI(1+I),RI(I)•RI(I+1)
235 NEXT
rOF PC OR QUALITY
'1 50 WiT'URN
200 RFM TIIIS SURROUTINF COLLEct'S'I'FII:.NRoTON SPACE RADIATION DATA Fft011 TIM
265 RFM OI'I: RA'Z'OR.
270 PRINT LIN(2)."OM1411)IRkC"I'IONAL PROTON FLUME (I'ROTONSICNI.2)"
275 PRINT "	 VERSUS"
280 PRIN''I' "	 PROTON t:NERGY (>NIEV)"
255 MINT LIN(I ) , "TOT'A L NUMBER OF- OBSI RVATIONS
200 1N 1'11 -1= N
205 PRINT N2,LIN(I)
300 PRINT -ria OBSFRVATION CORRESPONDING T'O T'IIE LOWI;S'I' PROTON ENERGY MUST BE"
305 PRINT "I NT FRI:D FIRST. THEN VNTIi1111H.' REMAINING OBSERVATIONS IN ORDER Of"
310 PRINT "INCREASING PROTON ENERGY."
315 FOR 1= 1
 
TO N'2
320 PRINT LIN(l ),"OBSERVATION #",I
325 PRINT "PROTON FNI:RGY (>M[ ..V)
330 INPUT 1 '(I)
335 1 , RIN 1 1 '(I) J1
340
w
PRIM'' "PROTON F= LUENCL (I'ROT'ONS,!CN1 2)
,141 INPUT R2(1)
350 PRINT R2(l)
355 NI-*,X T' I
loo PRINT LIN(l ),"CIICCK TII13 ABOVE DATA AGAIN."
365 PRINT"Ih CORRI:CTIONS AR1- RI.,QUIRED LNT'hR O"
l370 PRINT "IF- DATA IS CORRECT UNT'ER ANY OTIIER NUMC;1;lt"
37S IN 1) 	 \ a
350 IF- \=0'1'111:N 270
355 1)RINT'1'R IS O
390 PRINT' L,IN(I ),"P RC)T`ON","I-I:UI:NCF" "FLUENCi " "ILFF=ERENTIAL"
395 PRINT' "FNI?.1t(,N*","(I'RO'I'ONS:CNI^2)","(PIZO `CONS C'M"," "l-LUI:-NC'I-"
400 PRINT "(NIIrV}",^'> E-(tli , : 3)"	 E+ldE,'')","(I'RO'1"ONS;CM' )"
405 FOR I r I TO N2.1
415 PRINT (i2(I),1t	 il),It2(I +I } R2(I}-R2(I+I }
420 NI_\T L
425 N2=N2-1
430 1)RINTT.?R IS 16
435 RETURN
440 Shield: 1*+*rw********ti*~*a^n»****k******+**************
445 RI M `I'IIIS SUBROUTINE COLLECTS THL SOLAR CELL SHIELDING DATA I-ORNIT111 1 OPRATOR
450 PRINT LING ),"FRONT SHIELD THICKNESS (GNI /CM"2) = '
460 IF TI<0 THEN 459
465 PRINTTI,LIN(l),"REARSHIELD,rui1CKNESS(GNI/CM"?)
470 INPUT T.'
475 If- T2<0 THEN 465
480 PRIN`I T2 2'
455 PRINTER IS 0
490 PRINT LIN(l ),"FRONT SFIIf.LD'CI-IICKNCSS (GMICAI - 2)= ",1-1
495 PRINT` "REAR SHIELD THICKNESS (GM/012) 









515 RhM `I'IIIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE ELECTRON DAMAGE COEFFICIENTS
520 FOR 1=0 TO 47




545 FOR L=0 TO 1
550 T(0,9)=TI+L*(T2-T1)
555 J=8
I	 560 J=J-1565 IF T(0,9)<T(O,J) TtII'N 560
570 FOR 1 = 1 TO 47
575 T( L9+L)=r(I,J+1)-(T(I.J+l)-T(I,J))*(T(O,J+I)-T(0,9))/(T(O,J+I)-T(0,J))




600 PRINTER is 0
1
605 PRINT LIN(l)."ELECTRON DAMAGE COEFFICIENTS FOR ISC, VOC ANDPMAX"
610 PRINT "ELECTRON","DAMAGE"","DAMAGE-'",,`NET"
615 PRINT "ENERGY" `COEFFICIENT" "COEFFICIENT"," DAMAGE"
620 PRINT "(MEV)„ "(FRONT)","(REAR)","COEFFICIENT"
625 FOR 1=1 TO NI
630 U- F I (1)<T(1,0) THEN K=]
635 FOR J=1 1'0 46
640 IF E 1(T)>T(J,O) THEN K=J	 j
645 NEXT J
650 DI(1)=T(K,9)+(T(K+1,9)-T(K,9))*(EI( I)-T(K,0))/(T(K+1,0)-T(K,0))
655 D l (I+N I)=T(K, 10)+(T(K+1,10)-T(K,10))*(E I (I)-T(K,0))/(T(K+1,0)-T(K,0))
660 PRINT EI(1),I)1001(I+N1),D'I(I)+DI(I+N'1)
665 NEXT 1
670 PRINTER IS 16
675 GOTO 920
680 DATA 0,0„00559„0168,.0335,.0671 „1 12,,168„335
685 DATA ,15,2,69E-4,3.687E"-5,0,0,0,0,0,0
690 DATA ,16,5 E-4,7.951 E-5,0,0,0,0,0,0






725 DATA .26,1.45E-2,7,981 E-3,2.814E-3,3,609E-4,0,0,0,0 	 v
730 DATA ,28,2,01 E-2,1.174E-2,5,0552E-3,1,073E-3,0,0,0,0
735 DATA .3,2.7251;-2,1_,668E-2,7,941 E-3,2,4E-3,2.828E-5,0,0,0 	 I
740 DATA .32,3,385E 3,?.?49E-2,1,156E-2,4.22E-3,1.481 E-4,0,0,0
745 DATA .36,5,004E-2,3,581E-2,2,142E-2,9,858E-3,1,314E-3,0,0,0





ORI1a1 AL PAG'41" 1OF POOR QUALITY
765 DATA ,6,2E-I.I,703L-I.I. 343E- I,9.8IOE-2,5.347E-2,2.15$E-2,4.315E-3,0
770 DATA 7,2.7E-1,2,4E.-1,.2004„1574„09769„04962„01802,0
775 DATA ,8,.35„ 3166,,2718„2225„1527„09074,.04262,.00030517















855 DATA 4,5,3,95,3.894,3"798,3.675,3,464,3.223,2,96 ,2,33.
860 DATA 5 "0,4.4,4,344,4,..47,4.1..1 "3.905,3,659,3,39,..,738




885 DATA 9,0,7,607,7.555,7 " 46'_',7,335,7,1 12,6,848,6"553,5,801
890 DATA 10.0,8.3;8"249,8.156,8,0297,804.7.539,7,241,6,479
895 DATA 15,0,10.6,10,56.10.49.10,39,10,2,9,9$1.9,725,9047






930 REM THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE PROTON DAMAGE COEFFICIENTS FOR ISC	 r'
935 FOR 1 =0 TO 65







FOR L=0 TO I
965 T(0,9)=T1 +L*(T2-Ti)	 a
970 J=8
975 J =J-1
` 980 1F T(0,9)<T(O,J) THEN 975
IE 985 FOR 1 = 1 TO 65
990 T(I,9+L)=T(1,J+1)-(T(I,J+I )-T(I,J))*(T(O,J+I )-T(0,9))/(T(O,J+I )-T(O,J))















1020 PRINT' LIN(l),"PROTON DAMAGE COEFFICIENTS FOR ISC ONLY"
1025 PRINT "PROTON"." DAM AC E","DAMAGE","NET"
1030 PRINT `"ENE RG, Y","COF FFICI r.NT"."COEFFICI E NT"," DAMAGE"
1035 PRINT "(M LV)","(F RONT)","(11 EAR)", "COE F FICI ENT'l
1040 FOR I=1 TO N'2
1045 IF F2(IKT(1,0) TIIFN Kg:;l
1050 FOR J=l TO 64
1055 IF E 2(I)>=T(J,0) TI, I EN K=J
1060 NEXT J
1065 1)2(1)=*['(K,9)+(T(K+1,9).T(K,9))*(E2(1).T(K,0))/(T(K+I,,0):r(K,0))
1070 D2(1+N2)=T(K. I 0)+(T(K+ 1, 1 0)-T(K, I 0))*(E2(I)-T(K,0') j'/(T(K+ 1,0)-T(K,0))
1075 PRINT E2(f),1)2(i),D2(1+N2).D2(1)+D2(1+N2)
1080 NLXTI
1085 PRINTER IS 16
1090 COTO 1425
1095 DATA 0,0,.00559,,0168.,0335,.0671,,112,.168,.335































1255 DATA 6,8.,5339.,552,,573 1,,5664,.3196.0.0.0
1260 DATA 7.2,.5128,.5285,.5477..5491,,3945.0.0,0
1265 DATA 7.6,.4947,.5086,.5255,,5299,,4317,0,0,0










1375 DATA 9„4476„4565„46,09„4724,.4478,.3735,0,0 	 OF POOR QUALITY
1` 280 DATA 10.,4337,.4369,.4401,,44"5,,4'92,.3537,0,0
1285 DA I:A 1 l „4333,.43115,.4258,.422Ci„4101„3675.,2061,0
1290 DATA 12,.4190..4187..4155,.411..3956,,3649,.2839 .0
1295 DATA 13..4185..4167.,413„404,.3873„3588„3062„0
1300 DATA 14,4181,4 159.,4015.,402,3828, 3553,.3131,0
1305 DATA 15,.4194,,4173„4104„401,.3814,,3538„3159.0
1310 DATA 16..4214,.4182,.413,.4025„3819„ 3547,.3187,.1439
1315 DATA 18,.4192..4179„4133„4054„3873„3606,.3269„3175
13 1-0 DATA 20,.4172..4159.,4125,.4055,.39.,3679,.3379„2441




1345 DATA 30,.3935,,393,,3918.,3896,,3834,,3753..3625.,3 186




1370 DATA 50„3272,.3272,.3272,,3 -1 73,,3271,.3264.,3
 25„ 177
1375 DATA 55,.3125,.3126„ 3128,.313„3133,.3132,,3126,.3082
1380 DATA 00,,2988„2989,.219„2992,.4995,,3997„'995,.3969
1385 DATA 65, 2844..2846..285,.2855,.2863„2871 „2875.,2869
1390 DATA 70,.271,,27 12.,2715,,272, 2728..2736„3743,.3748
1395 DATA 80.,2474..2476..248..2485,.2494,,2504,.2514,.1-531
1400 DATA 90,.2245,.2247„225 I , "56,.2266,.2277,.2289„3315
1405 DATA 100,,1997.,1999,.2004,.201,,2022,,2037,.2052,.--,089




1430 Voepdc;:!*«*******.* ******************** ************* ************w******* w*********
1435 REM THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES PROTON DAMAGE COEFFICIENTS FOR VOC & PMAX
1440 FOR 1=0 TO 65








1485 IF T(0,9)GT(0,J) THEN 1480
1490 FOR 1 = 1 TO 65
1495 T(I,9+L)=T(I,J+I)-(T(I,J+1)-T(I,1))*(T(O,J+1)-T(0,9))j(T(O,J+I)•T(O,J))




1520 PRINTER IS 0






1530 'PRINT "PROTON"'."DAMACII:"',"UAMAOR ,f ,f, NFT"
1535 PRINT "C.NL-RCY","Cf71aFPIC'II;NT"."COE-FFICIEN'f" , ," DAMAGE"
1540 PRINT"(MFV)","(FRONT)",,,(REAR)","COL,FFICICNT"
1545 FORS e l TO N2
1550 IF l:2(1)GT(1,0) `rllL?N K-1
1	 1555 FOR J=I TO 64
1560 1F E2(IJ>-vT(J,O) TIIL,N K=J
15615 NFXTJ
1570 D30)=T(K,9)+(T(K+1.9).T(K,9))*(E2(I)-T(K,0))/(T(K*1,0)•T(K.0))
I	 1575 I)3(1+N2)='I'( Kf 10)+(T(K+1.10)•T(K.10))*{F2(I)•T(K.0))/(T(K+1,0)•T(K,0))
r	 1580 PRINTl:2(I),173(l),D3(1+N,:),1)3(1)+D3(1+N2)
1585 NEXT 1
f`	 1590 PRINTLR IS 16
!	 1595 GOTO1930
1600 DATA 0,0,.00559 „0168„03;35„G ,`71„1 12,.168,.335



























1740 DATA 5.2.1.447.1.616,1.833.1.43 1,0.0.0,0
1745 DATA 5,6,1.'_78,1;428,1.642,1,603,0,0,0,0
1750 DATA 6,1,136.1.268.1.467,1,584,.03741,0;0,0
!	 1755 DATA 6.4.1.02,1.131,1.312.1,468 .451,0,0,0
1760 DATA 6,8,,9'_'37,1.018,1,178,1,339,,8464,0,0,0'
1765_ DATA 7.1,844,9252.1 .063.1.218.1,101,0.0,0
1770 DATA 7,6„7775,.8479,.9673,1.109,1,166,0,0,0








l M.5 I).11°A ltl,.; 	 Klr}„b.3h3, ,tii)6:
I'')tl DA I A I I "s 
1?')S I):\1"A 1.'^,,,,{00.151) .^1r, Sic,^l,.;^t.,t^tl3^..t^a^^^r,t^yfi^,(1
1 tiCJ11 DA I ii I,3 , .p,?S	 `145'), .1W ^,.x^ I i^,.^.F^a.#,.^83., 	 o.l.1:o
1803 DA TA 1`I,Ab0 3 .A''.'1,A8IS,. 9111"iIb1,,:r32_5.19610
I410 DAIA	 1:^,.,{Si).1..^1(,:^^^It^l+;;,.`}^ 	 ti.^18(s:^,.•lc^(^1,.."+Q`}',0
ISIS I)AIA	 it,,»I1^lS	 IS	 «,. `llltltS..•Its'I^,. rlhSS,. r}	 I,t,:^.i	 -'a..#^)Sta e
18.1 0 DA FA 18.	 ,.,14?8,A41),.{}.# i
f	 MIS I)A I,t r11,.`l,3,, i.,l1(^'..•l3t^^	 it ^^`), rl.^`I.#, ^1..(,^)ix=I I`I..,,4^(}^)^
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I8rI0 I)f\I )r	 1`I(s„A1-1`!„`!I4I„513	 ..4102„403.	 0I,.35'4
1,8815 IM FA	 8,.,I()S1„,.JOaf,.•lu^^),.`Itlt^.#.,^It1111„^#t)'S...#1^8^1„^Sr.2
I8St1 I)AI'A 311,.E{00rl„IOU	 A00-1	 9”,", o,..3 8 IMF	 3
1855 I)A I'^\	 I, 3ti1t,,.1534,..3 ^=1U, 3S1 r1„1S3i„3	 ^)^„3"^^) .15.
1400 0A IA ;t5„1 X 111,.,3	 11°1,,,3'tl`I s,:	 'U1,,:^1^	 1^,.^31ti11^),..i(^.Z(i ,3`})3
18oS DAI'\	 1',..	 +h.I,.t1S(,",,,;;(,)„z,?,',.i^"I., 	 s.}^),.a.^aG„a•ICI^)
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t	 1885 DA I A 60_1005_1000.00C.	 0101	 1010,.1020,.30a1„31)4) ^
1890 0A I A	 $ 	 ^., 	 _28o5.'28,!. 1 , ti	 1ti F)	 34t)	 4^>^) F
IQOO 1)11A;;(),..1 ,•!41, 	 501,.15Ih,^5^3„w5.13
1 90 5 1)	 it	 ()	 11 1 	 111«1 „^1(Y„^i{..11.^ 1,.^204,.23„+w
1')11) 1).\ 1'A	 lut),.I^)^) +) ,t)( ► I	 ,1)4r(a .:111:.	 1)5,	 ',1r)'„^t)5a,.^r#^)
1 1)15 1)AI'A 1111„1	 0 2L;	 1 `01 ” 1 'No.,Is_150 0 ,.1SI Q ,J5.1 " IS(1 I	 I
1 011 0 DATA IW.11,83,.1183,•111+5,.1188_11 0 3,"I 199,.1Zft,,121h






I 0.10 ltlNl 1'IIIS S LIBR4)t(I'INI' LISI-S `I'III 	 PRI:	 IOLISl,1'	 PAR 1 K I,1^
10`11 81111 I"{.tTNC FS & I)^^I^I	 z+l' C'Oi^l^l a lC^ll":N'1S'fC) CA4C'ULA`I'I. 1'llli: INIFV EQUIVALEN T FI.CII NCh
,=F
1951) lilrtl




1,)80 FOR I	 I °I'0 N2
1145 1 : 21 c0Z,i,M-R, 2tl a(, I))*(l)	 (1)+ 1) 2 (1+N2)) ►'Ir,^,
000 1`,3 = (R20)=R :(1•+"1)1+ (03t1	 l),t(I+N; ))+1"3
1905 NFX I' I a
1()t)t) PRIN ITIZ ISO
2005 PRIN I' l IN(I ),"SOLAR CH, I ","1'! 1(`°I RON RADIATION", II PI+;O` ON RADIA'17ON" „NI'`I' HADI
A°CION"
010 I'I:IN'l' " p l (il.r\I)i\'1'14)N: `1(,1111\'^\I.,I°.N I' 11 11l'NC '1,"1'C,)111VA1.,laN"I' I L,111:Nf'1 . . . I ,*QLJIVALENT 1 to
I	 I_IIL^NC"1,,,
015 PIZIN I' 'TARANI1 ; fFR""IM FV GI+CTR0NSfC'bI"M","Ia11I1?^ rR( °I't)NS/^`bt'?,, r, Ihlhv) L?1 I;C'11'ItQN
I	








2025 PRINT "VOG & PMAX",FI,F3,F1+3000*F3,LIN(3)
















Appendix B — IVDEG
OF POOR LITY
'	 S REM ****** **********«******^*rr IVDEG *** rwwr** ***** r******•r*rtr ******* ^*rr*
10 REM THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE AMOUNT OF DEGRADATION IN THE i-V
Is REM PARAMETERS OF A SILICON SOLAR CELL IRRADIATED WITH l MEV ELECTRONS
20 REM AT NORMAL INCIDENT.
25 OPTION BASE 0
30 DIM Y(10,14),X(6),Isc(2),Voc(2),Pmax(2).Vmp(2),Imp(2)








75 REM THIS SUBROUTINE COLLECTS INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOLAR CELL FROM THE
80 REM OPERATOR




105 PRINT Voc(0),LIN(1),SPA(4),"Imp (mA)
110 INPUT Imp(0) t
115 PRINT lmp(0),LIN(l),SPA(4),"Vmp (mV)
120 INPUT Vmp(0)
125 PRINT Vmp(0),LIN(l),SPA(4),"CELL TEMPERATURE ('C) _"; x
130 INPUT Tenn
135 PRINT Tem,LIN(l),SPA(4),"CELL THICKNESS (CM) _''; -i
140 INPUT T
145 PRINT T,LIN(I),SPA(4)."ACTIVE CELL AREA (CM-2)
150 INPUT A
155 PRINT A,LIN(] ),SPA(4),"CELL RESISTIVITY ( OHM-CM)
160 INPUT Res
165 PRINT Res,LIN(3),"CEL'LTYPE;" s A
170 PRINT SPA(4),"ENTER `i' FOR CONVENTIONAL AND SHALLOW JUNC TION CELL" `
175 PRINT SPA (4),"ENTER '2' FOR CELL WITH BACK SURFACE REFLECTOR (BSR)"
180 PRINT SPA(4),"ENTER `3' FOR CELL WITH BSR AND BACK SURFACE FIELD (BSF)"
185 INPUT Dum
190 Dum=INT(Dum)
195 IF Dum<l THEN 165
200 IF Dum>3 THEN 165
205 PRINT "CELL TYPE";Dum,LIN(3),"IRRADIATION DOSE:"
210 PRINT "EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR Isc DEGRADATION (IMEV ELECTRONS/CM-2)
215 INPUT Fsc
220_ PRINT Fsc





ORI MAL PA09 IS
OF POOR, QUALITY
4 45 T^^„^o:,	 1####*#####*#####*##########*#####*###k#############*##M###M#t##*i##i^^*tai#ti.,M I
210 RI,M 71 ,111 SUBROUTINE DL:TIiRMINES TFIL''I'EMI'IiRATURE COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH
255 REM I-V PARAMETER OF THE IRRADIATED AND UNIRRADIA •I ED CELLS
360 FOR I=1 TO 8
265 READ Y(1,0),Y(1,1) .Y(1.2),Y(1,4),Y(1,5),Y(1,7),l(1,8),Y(1,I0),Y(1,11)
270 FOR J= I TO 10 STEP 3
275 Y(I,J+2)=Y(I.J)+(Res-2)*(Y(I,J+I)-Y(I.J))/8
I 280 N EXT J
285 NEXT I	 3
390 IOR 1=1 TO 7
1	 295 IF I-sc<Y(1,0) THEN 305t	 300 Y(0.3)=Y(I.3)+(Fse-Y(1,0))*(Y(I+1,3)-Y(1.3))/(Y(I+1,0)-Y(1,0))
305 N EX`I'
F	 310 FOR J,=6 '('O 1.2 STI 113
315 FOR 1= 1 TO 7





345 DATA 0,.0.182,,0182,-2,01,- 2.256,-.054,-,0723,-1.976,-2,296
350 DATA IE+12„0166„0185,-1,979,-2,248,-,0535,-,073,-1.9''_1,-2.235
355 DATA 1 E+13„019,.0222,-1.97,-2.255,-.052,-.0692,-1.9.-2,21
360 DATA 3E+13,.031,.0280,-2.009,-2,35,-.0498,-.0651.-1.875,-2,208
'	 365 DATA IF+14,.0265„0395,-2,099,-2 254.-,0461,-,058,-1.898.-2,21
370 DATA 3C+14,,0325,.0482,-2.192,-2,259,-.0416,-.052,-1,918,-2,216
375 DATA IE+15,.035„0515,-21-59,-3,275,-,0376; ,0417	 1,98,-2,"-4
380 - DATA I E+16,.0415,,0G,-3,302,-2.309.-,0279,-.0361,-2.049,-2.326
385 RETURN
390 Unrad:!#######	 ####****#############*#***#*##### ##**#### 	 ***######+# *#^##*	 ###	 *#
395 REM THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNRADIATED CELL
400 Isc(0)=1sc(0)+A*Y(1,3)*(30-Tetra)
405 Voc(0)=Voc(0)+Y(1,6)*(30-Tem)




430 1F ,rcm>-'0 THEN GOTO 445
435 Voc(0)=Voc(0)-Y(1.6)*(30-Tem)+50*Y(1,6)-(Y(1,5)-.005*(Tem+20) /2) *(Tcn,+20)
440 Vntp(0)=Vmp(0)-Y(1,12)*(30-Tent)+50*Y(1,I2)-(Y(1,I2)-,005*(Ten,+20)/2)*(Tem+20)
445 1mp(0)=IE3*Pmax(0)/Vmp(0)
450 PRINTER IS 0
445 PRINT LIN(2),"CELL TYPE"
460 IF Dun,=1 THEN PRINT "A CONVENTIONAL AND SHALLOW JUNCTION N/P SILICON SOLAR C
ELL" 5
465 IF Dum= 2 THEN PRINT "AN/P SILICON SOLAR CELL WITH BSR"
470 IF Dun,=3 THEN PRINT "AN/P SILICON SOLAR CELL WITH BSR AND BSF"
475 PRINT "CELL RESISTIVITY = ";Res; `OHM'-CM"
480 PRINT "CELL THICKNESS =":T;"CM",LIN(I),"ACTIVE CELL AREA;A:"CM'2"
485 PRINT LIN(2),"I-V CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNIRRADIATED CELL"









-195 PRINT "V«4	 * (T-30,C)"
F	 X00 PRINT "hnutx	 ";limas(0),"mid "tA^YCl,9):'mW/'C * (`I'_30`C)""
505 I	 .lmp(0),"m ^`^,s1'(1 ,I Y)1"11)V^'C	 ('I' "+1 f11^1i51	 v	 7tt^^ ^dfPRINT° , "Vm^ W .,. ` '	 1	 `^}	 '	 "
f	 5 10 PRINT '"Imp	 1'max Viop"
>'515 PRINI1 , R.IS I(^
G	 530 R1"I LIRN i
i	 535 I.) t'):l'tltt^ 1 k^*tl^N+Wd,^+N^ **w* ***Wehk+******* M***.M+h^kN+ * M*M+k4+**!N***V'*4^ *** W***'M**4^ ** ^k***!k*^h'k**** ^k^4W. S	 I
530 Dh(',RADA"I'ION IN TIIL 1-V CURVE AT ?S'C
535 VOR 1.-I TO 3
540 RI'A1) 'l`l;r s
545 FOR J=1 1'0 4
550 RFAD 131,133,133,134
555 135-=131113	 131)*il'-11).t'1'^-`I'i)
5110 13 (^^I33 + '(13 4"133}*('I'^I I );("1'3•'rl)




580 C'(l ) ,z- 1 *lac(0)jA;T(: )
85 (`(»)=—.1*Vac(L}). I-G l'(: )
590 C'(3)7-.,,1*Pmax(0);LGI'(2)
$95 ('W4	 —.I*Vmv(0)!I (;T(3)
600 PRIM llI*R IS 0
o05 1µV PARANIE 'ER"PRINT I.IN'(_V'DI-'GRAI)A`I'I0N I^QUATION FOR I-	 '
010 I'RIN`I t „ Isc(J^ )^,, ;lei(0) t"tt^tV";('(1):"*1,OG(I+1^,^";he(bunt,l );'' IM1.1'^ 4-IC'Nt',},,
615 PRIN1' 34 V'te(I= )` ;A'lle(0};"m\F";('('}^"*LOCa(I+F !",f^c(t?um,3)^'"lA1IV e-/C°M"?)"
620 PttIN I' "I'Ittt(t"=}-",P qt;ic0):'+ttN'";('(3);"* I,OC( I+I'";I c (1)uttt,3) "i MIzV c-1C n1,,),
635 PRIM' „Vmp(l") ` ;Vmh(0); `mfr„
 C ( } , "*LOG(I	 IMF.V c-JCN1,2);,
630 PRINT"Imh(I')	 Pm;t\(1:)`Vmp(1')"
635 PRINTFI: IS 10
640 GC')TO ol)L)
64i DATA.02„03,I,ot+14J.OE+14,5,2E+l4,4.51--+14
650 DATA I>	 +'I5,11+15,31T+^1S,:'I'1„,7.4t,^+la,7,1:tla
655 DATA ' . q 1 , +1 .4,1.51,'+1 4,1 F+15,1 I;+ 15, 1,51+ 15.I U?+•15
660 DATA ,01,.03,4.5E+14,2.31-+14,1.31-+15,4.5E:-+'I 1
665 DATA 31-+15,1.3,V+15.0.2F+ 15, 2.1 F+ 15,3,3 P+ 14,1,151+1 4
670 DA7'A.:,S1+I4,3I.+1 .4,'.4V+15,1,IE'+15,3,?1-415,13V,*+15 3	 t
675 DATA ,01,.0',1.1 iE+14,7E:+ l3,3.SE:+1.1,1.5L+14
680 DATA	 3,4h+l3




695 In%il.I* ******	 ****+* *;*v	 ********M*	 **	 ** ******r**M***** *************^*********
700 RVNI THIS SUBROUTINE'	 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE' IRRADIATED CELL ;t
4	 705 Ise(1 }	 Ise(0)+C (I )* LC;'I'(I+I su; l?c(Dum,1)}
710 Vtte(l)=\'c)c(0)+C(3)*L(i'1'(I-tl oe/Fc(r)u in, 3))





730 PRIM 11:R IS 0
735 PRINT LIN('_'),"RADIATION DOSAGE;"
740 PRINT "EQUIVALE;.N'T' FLUENC'E FOR Ise =";Fsu-,"lMEV E1,EC'I'RO1 -	"M'3"









Yi OF PCOR QUt:Li 4 1(`
Y
750 PRINT LIN(2),"I-V CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IRRADIATED CELL"
755 PRINT "Ise =". Isc(1);"mA +";A*Y(0,3);"mA/`C * (T-30'C)"
760 PRINT "Voc =";Voc(I );"mV",,Y(0,6);"mV/'C * (T-30'C)"
765 PRINT "Pmax = ";Prnax(I ) 'mW";A*Y(0,9);"mW/'C * (T-30'C)"
770 PRINT "Vmp =",,Vmp(l);"mV";x(0,12);"mV/'C * (T-30'C)"
775 PRINT "Imp = Pmax/Vmp"
t	 780 PRINTER IS 16
785 RETURN I
790 Plot ;l++++**+++++*+++++*++*+*+**++*+++++*+*++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++**++++++++*+++
x795 REM THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS A FAMILY OF 1-V CURVES FOR THE IRRADIATED
800 REM AND UNIRRADIATED CELLS t
^•	 805 PLOTTER IS 13,"GRAPHICS"
810 GRAPHICS
"	 815 LOCATE 1,120, I ,90 5
E	 820 Xmax=100*(I+INT((Voc(0)+Y(1,6)*-60)/100))
825 Yniax=25*(I+INT((Isc(0)+A*Y(1,3)*60)/25))
830 SCALE Amax/ IO,Xmax,-Ymax/IO,Ymax
835 AXES 10,5,0,0;10;5
840 FOR K=O TO
845 FOR Tc=90 TO -30 STEP -60 j
850 CSIZE 3





880 X(3)=(Pmax(K)+A*Y(1-K,9)*(Tc-30 ))/(1+Bmax* (Tc.30)*(Tc-30)/2)
885 X(4)=Vmp(K)+Y(1-K,12)*(Tc-30)





915 FOR Vol=O TO INT(X(2))
920 C2=(X(4)/X(2)-I)/LOG(1-X(5)1X(1))
925 C1=(I-X(5)/X(1))"'LXP(-X(4)/(C2'Y`X(2)))
930 Cu1-=X(1)*(l+CI *(I-EXP(Vol/(C2*X(2)))) a
935 PLOT V01.C't(t




960 LORG 3 j
965 CSIZE ,
970 MOVE Xmax/100.X(1)-Yniax/195
975 LABEL "T =":Tc:" C^




REM LABEL VOLTAGE AXES
4
995 CSIZE 3










1030 LABEL "VOLTAGE ON)"
1035 REM LABEL CURRENT AXES
1010 LORG $ ►




100 N I XT
10(15 DEG 3'
1070 LDIR 90
1.07 5 LORE (^
10130 MOVI: •Xma\;'IO.Ymax,r,
r 1055 LAB -L "CURRENT NiA)"
1090 DUMP GRAPHIC'S
10,)5 (-XIT GRt11'IiIC'S
1 100 PRINTER IS 0 t
1105 PRINT LIN(4)
1 110 PRINTER IS 10 ?'










OF POOR qu iii: ^ u
Appendix C - WEPOW
M	 (	 5 REM	 IUEPOW ** www**ww***www**www ww* **ww***** **ww*
I`	 10 REM THis PROGRAM CALCULA'T'ES THE 1UE SOLAR ARRAY POWER VERSUS BETA ANGLE




35 FOR Time=Turin TO'I'max
t	 40 FOR C=I TO
45 READ Ysc,Bse.Yoc,Boc,Yni,,tx,Bntt ►x,Ynip,Bnip,Fse.Fop,TO
50 FOR B=0 TO 135
f	 55 REM CALCULATE LOWER PANEL POWER
r	 60 IF B>1 12 THEN 90




85 Pi(B,C)=48*28* lop/ 1000,
90 REM CALCULATE CENTRAL PANEL POWER 1
95 Vop=423
L	 100 S=COS(B-67,5) 1
105 T=-12.18705+2.13056*B-.01563*B*B+TO
110 GOSUB lop i
115 Pc(B,C)=40*28* lop/ 1000
120 REM CALCULATE UPPER PANEL POWER








160 NEXT C 1








205 lop: !* wwwwwww ***wwwwwww*wwwwww*w**wwwwww* w* wwww**ww*ww*ww*w*Mww*wwwwwwwwwww*wwwww*w*w 1
210 REM THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE CELL OPERATING CURRENT.
215 l sc=Y sc+Bsc * (7'-30)
220 Voc=Yoc+Boc*(T-30)
2 1-5 Pmax=(Ymax+Bmax *(T-30))/(1+1.64583E-5*(T-30)*(T-30)/2)
)7235 ^	 7IF T>Y O THEN GOTO_50
240 Voc=Yoc-50*Boc+(Boc-.005*(T+20)/2)*(T+20)




ORfC-41KI >4 `' 
350 Imp=1000*Pntax /Vnip 	 ti
' 355 C2=(Vmp/Voc-i)/LOG(I-Imp/Isc)
260 CI=(1-Imp/Ise)*EXP(-Vmp/(C2*Voc))`
265 lop= lsc*(l +C I *(1-EXP(Vop/(C2 *Voc))))
270 lop=Fop*(lop-(Ise-Fsc*S*Ise))
	 #
275 IF IopGO THEN lop=0
280 RETURN
285 Graph : l*******************************************t******++***.****.****•*********.**
290 RCM THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS POWER Vs. BETA FOR EACH YEAR.
295 Yntax=50*(I+INT(P(70,Tmin)/50))
I 300 Ymin=50*INT(P(0,Tmax)/50)





330 REM LABEL BETA AXES
335 LDIR 0	 a
340 CSIZE 3
345 LORG 5




375 LABEL "BETA ANGLE (DEGREES)"
380 REM LABEL POWER AXES 	 t
385 LORG 8
390 FOR I=Ymin TO Ymax STEP 50	 1






425 LABEL "POWER (WATTS),,




kFOR Time=Turin TO Tmax
	 #
450 MOVE O,P(O,Time) 	 x
455 FOR B=O TO 135
460 PLOTB,P(B,Time)
,. 465 NEXT B
470 NEXT Time
475 DUMP GRAPHICS
480 EXIT GRAPHICS	 -	 1
485 RETURN
490 Print:l**************************************************«*«************************
495 °REM THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS A HARD COPY OF THE AVAILABLE POWER AT EACH BETA






505 PRINTER IS 0
510 VOR Tillie ='I'min 1t0 Tma
$15 PRINT LIN(4),"AVAILABLE SOLAR ARRAY POWER AFTER `";Time, ,, YEARS"
520 FIXED 0
525 !'ItIN1' „VITA",'I'Al3(7),"POWI It",TAB(19),"BRTA",TAB(26),"POWER",TAB(38), "BETA ",T
I A B(45 ),"I'OW L-; R":'I'AIl(57 )."B E ,rA":I'A B(04),"POWER"
530 PRINT "(I)I:(1)";TA13(7),"(WA'I'TS)",'rAB(19),"(DEC)",'1"AB(26'),"(WATTS)",TAB(38),"(
` DE(;)",. I'A l)(45 ),"(WATTS)"t1'AB(5 7),"(DEG)"; TA B(64),"(WATTS)"






560 PRINTER IS 16	 }
565 RETURN
570 DATA 0,10	 l
575 DATA 140.34„06734,586,1; 1,979,64,04,-,191,490,32,-1,936,1.035„958,? 7
580 DATA 137,34,.06734.586,1,-1,979,6_,54,-.191,490,32; 1,936„954„902;-3.7 	 1^
585 DATA 131,25„0777,580,96,-"-.57,63,-.174,4$6,71,-1,84,1.035„958,3,7
590 DATA 121.02.,091$,574,83,-2.08,51.83,-,165,482,37,-1.86„954,.902,-3.7
595 DATA 125,00„0889.576.1,-2,071.53,88;-.166,483.28; 1,857,1,035,.958,3.7 	 d000 DATA 1 12.2„ 1023.564,88,-2,139,47,07,-,156,475,'3;-1.871 „954,.902,-3,7
605 DATA 120.24.,0954.571,52,-'_.101,51,22 ! ,162,480,01,-1,$63,1.035,.958,3.7	 r?
610 DATA 106,1"-,,1127.555.97.-2,186,43,97,-.1488,468,74,-1.883„954,.902,-3.7
615 DATA 116,3 8.,09995,567.16.-2,120,4 ().1 6,-.158,476.88,-1,8691 1.03x..958,3.7
I 020 DATA 101 A%114 - ,547,92,-2.197.41.67.-.1409,462.8,-1.893,,954.,90'-.-3,7
t 625 I)ATA 11.i.1^4,.1045,56 	 ,02.-2.15,47,48; .1543,473.89, 	 1,874,1.035,.958.3,7
f 630 DATA 07.71..1 I55,540,57,-2,208,39,84..145,457,3?,-1,903,.954,.902,-3,7
635 DATA 110,35„1091.559,08,-2,174,46.05 ° .1505,471.01,--1.879.1.035,.958,3.7{ 640 DATA 94,55„1167 x,3,81;'_.219 38.3t.-,1433,452.23.-I.913'.1)54"902,-3,7
645 DATA 107,9.. 1131,5 j5.31.--2.187,44,82.-1486;468,25,=1,884,1.035„958,3.7
650 I)ATA 91,82',.1 1798.5'7,54,-?,?31,37.0.-,14148,447,4816,-1,924„954,.902,-3
} .7
6.55 DATA 105.71.,11,36.551,7.-2.192,43,73: ,1478.465,59.-1.888,1,035,,958,3,7
i 660 DATA 89,43,.1192,521.71,-2,242,35,87,-,1397.443;03.-1,934,.954,,902,-3.7
665 DATA 103,74„1142,54	 ?4r-2,197,42.76,-.147,463.03,-1.893.1.035..958,3,7
070 DA'('A'87 29,.1205,516,'0,-2,253,34,86; ,1378;438,85,-1,944,.954,.902.-3.7
f t7h DATA 101.94,.1148.544,91,-2',41,87,=,1462,460.56,-1,897,1.035,.958,3.7
1
,






Appendix D — PREDICTED IUE SOLAR ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS
REST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I-V PARAMETERS AT BOL
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR ISC = 0 IMev a/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VO C AND PMAX = 0 1Meve/cm2
ISC = `140,34inA + .0673mA/°C (T-WC)
VOC ° 586,10mV - 1.98mVrC (T-30°C)
x PMAX = 64.04mW -. 191 mW/ oC (T-30'C)
E	 .f
t.
VMp = 490.32mV -1.94mV f C (T-3(f C)
I
t	 , WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I-V PARAMETERS AT 80L ^,!
u EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR I SC
_ 0 1Mev a/cm2 y
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 01Mev a/cm2
ISC = 137,34 + .0673mA/°C (T-30°C) 1Y
VOC = 586.10mV - 1.98rnVrC (T-30°C)
PMAX = 62.54mW - .191 mW/°C (T-30°C)
VM p = 490,32mV - 1.94mV/0C (T-3VC)
AVAILABLE SOLAR ARRAY POWER AT BOL
t
__. BETA POWER	 BETA	 POWER BETA POWER BETA POWER
(DEG) (WATTS)	 (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG) (1VATTS) (DEG) (WATTS)	 3
0 198	 1	 201 2 205 3 209
4 212	 5	 215 6 219 7 222
8 225	 9	 229 10 232 11 235
12 238	 13	 241 14 243 15 246
16 249
	 17	 251 18 254 19 256
20 259
	
21	 261 22 263 23 267
24 271	 25	 276 26 281 27 285
28 290	 29	 294 30 299 31 303
32 307	 33	 311 34 315 35 319
36 323	 37	 327 38 330 39 334
40 337	 41	 340 42 344 43 347
44 350	 45	 352 46 355 47 358
48 360	 49	 363 50 365 51 367
52 369	 53	 371 54 373 55 375
56 376
	
57	 378 58 379 59 380
60 381	 61	 382 62 383 63 384
64 385	 65	 385 66 386 67 386
68 386	 69	 386 70 386 71- 386
72 385	 73	 385 74 384 75 383
76 383	 77	 382 78 381 79 379
`
80 378	 81	 377 82 375_ , 83 373
r 84 372	 85	 370 86 368 87 366
r,
88_ 363	 89	 361 90 358 91 356
92 353	 93	 350 94 , 347 95 344
96 341	 97	 338 98 334 99 331
F	 '; 100 327	 101	 324 102 320 103 316	 3
•
104 312	 105	 308 <, 106 303 107 299
108' 295	 109	 290 110 286 111 281	 3
112 276	 11.3	 273 114 271 1.15 269
116' 267	 117	 265 118 262 119 260
120 257	 121	 255 122 252 123 249
124 246	 125	 244 126 240 127 237
128 234	 129	 231 130 228 131 224'





HEST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I-V PARAMETERS AFTER 1 YEAR
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR ISC
 4 .39E+13 IMev a/cln2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VO C
 AND PMAX 4.71E+13 1Mev 9/cm2
ISC = 131,25mA + .0777mArC (T-30°C)
VOC = 580,96mV 2.00inVrC (T-30°C)
PMAX " 57.63mW - .174mW/°C (T-30°C)
VMp 486 .71mV 1.871nVrC (T-3VC)
WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND 1-V PARAMETERS AFTER 1 YEAR
' G EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR ISC 9.90E+13 1 Mev a/cm2
r EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 1,07E+1.1 IMev a/cm2E	
` ISC = 121.02mA + ,0918mA/°C (T-30°C)
VOC = 574.$:1^hV - 2.08mVrC (T-30°C)
PMAX = 51,83r(iW - .165mW/°C (T-30°C)
VMp= 482.37mV - 1 ,86mV /0 C (T-30°C)
AVAILABLE SOLAR ARRAY POWER AFTER 1 YEAR
BETA POWER	 BETA
	 POWER BETA POWER BETA POWER
' (DEG) (WATTS)	 (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS)
0 173	 1	 176 2 180 3 183
4 186	 5	 189 6 192 7 19S
t 8 198	 9	 201 10 204 11 207
I 12 210	 13	 212 14 215 15 217 r
.j 16 220	 17	 212 18 225 19 227 '
20 229	 21	 231 22 233 23 236
24 240	 25	 245 26 249 27 253
28 257	 29	 261 30 265 31 269 i
`
32 273	 33	 276 34 280 35 284 ?
36 287	 37	 290 38 294 39 297
40 300	 41	 303 42 306 43 309
44 311	 45,	 314 46 317 47 319
48 321
	 49	 324 50 326 51 328 tk
52 330	 53	 331 54 333 55 335
56 336
	 57	 337 58 339 59 340
60 341	 61	 342 62 343 63 343
64 344	 65	 344 66 345 67 345
68 345	 69	 345 70 345 71 345
72 345	 73	 344 74 344 75 343
76 343	 77	 342 78 341 79 340
80 339
	 81	 337 82 336 83 334
84 333	 85	 331 86 329 87 327
88 325	 89	 323 90 321 91 319
t
92 316	 93	 314 94 311 95 308 i
96 306	 97	 303 98 300- 99 296
100 293	 101	 290 102 286 103 283
104 279	 105	 276 106 272 107 268
108 264	 109
	 260 110 256 111 252
1,12 248	 113
	 245 114 243 115 241
116 239	 117	 237 118 235 119 233 i=
:. 120 231	 121	 228 122 226 123 223 r
124 221	 125
	 218 126 216 127 213
128 210	 129
	 207 130 204 131 201
7
132 198	 133







OF POOR QVA 1TY
BEST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND 1-V PARAMETERS AFTER '2 YEARS
EQUIVALEN TC FLUENCE FOR ISO 	= 8.78E+13 I Mev a/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND AMAX = 9.41E+13 1Mev a /cm2
ISC = 125.00mA + ,0889mA f C (T-300 C)
VOC - 576.10mV - 2.07,mV/°C (T-3000)
MAX `°` 53,88111W -.166111W/
o C (T-3000)
VM p = 483.28mV - 1.S6111V/°C (T-30°C)
WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND 1-V PARAMETERS AFTER 2 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR ISC
	
= 1,98E+14 1Mev alcnl2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND I'MAX = 2.14E+14 1 Mev a1c,112
ISC = 112.20mA +.I 02mA/Q C  (T-3000)
VOC = 564.8$mV - 2.14mV/0C (T-3000)
PMAX = 47.07mW -. 1 56111W/6c  (T-300C) d
VMN = 475.23mV - IA7mV/°C (T-3000)





BETA	 POWER BETA	 POWER BETA POWER
(DEG)	 (WATTS)
	
(DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS)	 r,
0 160	 l	 163 2	 166 3 169
4 172	 5	 175 6	 178 7 181
8 184	 9	 187 10	 189 11 192
12 195	 13	 197 14	 200 15 202
16 204	 17 	 207 18	 209 19 211
20 213	 21	 215 22	 217 23 220
24 224	 25	 228 26	 232 27 235
28 239	 29	 243 30	 247 31 250
32 254	 33	 257 34	 261 35 264
36 267	 37	 270 38	 274 39 276
40 279	 41	 282 42	 285 43 288
44 290	 45	 293 46	 295 47 297
48 299	 49	 301 50	 303 51 305
52 307	 53	 309 54	 310 55 312
56 313	 57	 314 58	 316 59 317
60 318	 61	 318 62	 319 63 320
64 320	 65	 321 66	 321 67 322
68 322	 69	 322 70	 322 71 322
7.2 321	 73	 321 74	 321 75 320
76 319'	 77	 319 78	 318 79 317
80 316	 81	 315 82	 313 83 312
84- 310
	
85	 309 86	 307 87 305
88 304	 89	 302 90	 300` 91 297
-	 92 295	 93	 293 94	 290 95 288
96 285	 97	 282 98	 280 99 277
100_ 274	 101	 271 102	 267_ 103	 - 264	
'.
104 261	 105	 258 105	 254 107 250
•'	 108 247	 109
	
243 110	 239 111 236
112 232	 113	 229 114	 227 115 226
116 224	 117	 222 118	 220 119 216'	 s





201 127	 - 199
	
i
128, 196	 129	 193 130	 191 131 188










BEST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND 1•V PARAMETERS AFTER 3 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR ISC = 1,32E+14IMeve/crn2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 1;41 E+14 I Mev a /crn2
1,,c ^= 120,241nA + .09541nA/°C (T-300C)
VOC _ 571,52mV - 2, I0mVrC (T-WC)
PMAX = 51,22mW - ,I62mW/°C (T-30°C)
VMp = 480.00mV -1.86 mV/°C (T-30°C)
WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I-V PARAMETERS AFTER 3 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR IS C 	= 2.97E+14 1 Mev a/crn2
CQUIVALCNT FLUENCE FOR V OC AND PMAX = 3,21E+14  1Mev a/cm2
I SC = 106.12mA +.I 13mA/OC  (T-30°C)
Voe = 555,97mV - 2.19mV f C (T-30°C)
PMAX = 43.97mW - A 49mW/°C (T-30°C)
VM p = 468,741nV -1.88mV/°C (T-30°C)
AVAILABLE SOLAR ARRAY POWER AFTER 3 YEARS
BE POWER BETA POWER BETA POWER (BETA POWER
(DEG) (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS)
0 151 1 154 2 157 3 160
4 163 5 166 6 169 7 171
8 174 9 117 10 179 11 182
12 184 13 187 14 189 15 191
16 194 17 196 18 198 19 200
20 202 21 204 22 206 23 208
24 212 25 216 26 220 27 223
28 227 29 230 30 234 31 237
32 241 33 244 34 247 35 250
36 253 37 256 38 259 39 ?"!
40 265 41 267 42 270 43 'L
44 275 45 277 46 279 47 282
48 284 49 285 50 287 31 289
52 291 53 292 54 294 55 295
56 297 57 298 58' 299 59 300	 i
60 30t 61 Zfu2 62 302 63 303
64 303 65 304 66 304 67 304
68 305 69 305 70 305 71 305
72 304 73 304 74 304 75 303
76 302 77' 302 78 I'll 79- 300	 r
80 299 81 298 82 299 83 296	 3
84 294 85 293 86 291 87' 290
88 288 89 286 90 284 91 282
92 280 93 278 94 275 95 273	 1
96 270 97 268 98 265' 99 263
100 260 101 257 102 254 103 251-
104 -248 105 244 106 241 107 238
108 234 109 231 11.0 227 111 224'
11.2 220 113 218 114 216 115- 214
116 213 117 211 118 209 119 207
120 205 121 203 122_ 201 ' 123' 199
124 196 125 194 126 192 127 189
128 186 129' 184 130 18i 131 178





'01WITASI , IRRADIATION DOSAOR AND IN PARANO."n."RS AWIT'R4 YEARS
CQUIVALINTI, IMENCF, FOR ISC, 1,7611-1+14 1 Mov e/em 2
I-QUIVALINTRAJENCE F'Olt Vo(, AND 
"MAX
12
1 -881 "+1 " 'Meve/el"
I sc = I 16,38mA +,100nIA/ 0C (r-3'0-C)
Voc = 507,16mV - 21 .13mV/0C (T-WC)
PMAX	 49.16mW -,I 58niW/oC (T-300C)
VMI) —176.88mV - I.87mV/ 0 C (T-300C)
WORST CASH'IRRADIATION DOSAGEAND IN PARAMETH'ItS AFTER 4 YEARS
CQUIVALINT11LIENCE FOR I SC	 = 3.96H,+W Ikleve/co)2
CM) IVA LINT VLUENC R I ,'OR VOC AND I'MAX = 4,2811+14 IMCv c/QnO
I SC = 101.47mA 4-, 1 WmA/0C (I'-300C)
VOC = 547.92mV - 2.20mVPC ('I'-3CPC)
MAX = 4 1.07mW -. 147mW/"C ('f-30"C)
Vmp = 402.80mY - 1.89mV/0C (T-300C)
AVAILAIIIA'SOLAR ARRAY POWFIt Al"ITA4 YFARS
BETA POWFIR	 I I F^'PA	 POWFR 111.,'TA	 POWER 1IFNA POWLIk
(01.,G) MWITS)	 (1)1:0)	 0VATTS) (D I *,Cl)	 (vxrrs) ME Cl) (%kA'n's)
0 1,14	 1	 1,17 2	 ISO 3 1,53
'1 156	 5	 159 6	 161 7 164
8 9	 169 10	 172 11 174
12 176	 '13	 179 14	 181 Is 1,83
16 185
	
17	 1,87 18	 1,89 19 1,91
20 193	 21,	 19$ 22	 197 23 199
24 203	 25	 207 26	 210 27 214
22728 217	 29	 220 30	 224 31 v
32 230	 33	 233 34	 236 35 239
36 2,12	 37	 2,15 38	 2,18 39 251,
40 2S3	 'I I	 2S6 42	 258 43 261.
44 45	 265 .16	 267 47 269
48 271	 -19	 273 50	 275 151 276
52 278	 53	 279 $41	 281 ss 282
56 2p	 57	 284 Ss	 285 59 286
60 287	 61	 288 62	 289 63 289
64 I^190	 65	 290 66	 291 67 291
68 291	 69	 294 70	 291 71 29.1
72 291	 73	 290 74	 290 75 ZS9











88 275	 89	 273 90	 272 91 270
92 268	 93	 20 94	 263 95 261
96 -)Sq	 97	 256 98	 254 99 251
100 249	 101	 246 102	 2,13 103 240
104 237	 105	 234 106	 231 107 228
108 224	 '109	 224 110	 218 111 214
112 211	 1 ^13	 208 114	 207 115 205
.1 M 204	 11,7	 202 118	 200 119 198
120 197	 121	 195 122	 193 123 190
1,24 1,88	 125	 186 1%	 184 127 t8l
1,28 179	 129	 176 130	 174 M 171




BEST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I •V PARAMETERS AFTER 5 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR I SC	 = 2,19E+14 1Meve/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VO C AND PMAX = 2,35E+141Meve/cm2
ISC = 113,14mA +. 105mA/OC  (T-300C)
Voc = 563,02mV - 2,15mV/°C (T-300C)
PMAX' 47,48mW - ,I54mW/°C (T-30°C)
VM p = 473,89mV - 1.87mV/°C (T-30°C)
WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND 1-V PARAMETERS AFTER 5 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR I SC	 = 4.95E+14 1Mev a/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 5.35E+14 1Mev a/cm2
ISC = 97.71mA +.I 15niA/O C
 (T-30°C)
VOC = 540,57mV - 2.21mVrC (T-30°C)
PMAX = 39.84mW - .145mW/°C (T-30°C)
VMp = 457.32mV - 1.90mV/-C (T-300C)
AVAILABLE SOLAR ARRAY POWER AFTER 5 YEARS
BETA POWER BETA POWER BETA POWER BETA POWER
(DEG) (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS) r:
0 139 1 142 2 145 3 147
` 4 ISO 5 153 6 155 7 158
8 160 9 1,6.3 10 165 11 168
12 170 13 172 14 174 15- 176
16 179 17 180 18 182 19 184
20 186 21 188 22 189 23 192
24 195 25 199 26 202 27 206
28 209 29 212 30 215 31 219
32 222 33 225 34 228 35 230
36 233 37 236- 38 239 39 241 a y
40 244 41 246 42 248 43 251
F44 253 45 255 46 257 47 259
48 261 49 262 50 264 51 266
52 267 53 268 54 270 55 271
56 272 57 273 58 274 59 275
60 276 61 277 62 277 63 278
64 278 65 279 66 279 67 279
68 279 69 279 70 279 71 279 j
72 279 73 279 74 278 75 278 1
76 278 77 277 78 276 79 275
80 275 81 274 82 273 83 271
84 270 85 269 86 268 87 266
88 265 89 263 90 261 91 259
92 257 93 255 94 253 95 251
96 249 97 247 98 244 99 242
100 239 101 237 102 234 103 231
104 228 105 225 106 222 107 219
108 216 109 213 110 210 111 207
112 203 113 201 114 200 115 198
116 197' 117 195 118 193 119 191
120 190 121 188 122' 186 123 184
124 182 125 179 126 _ 177 127 175 #
128 173 129 170 130 168 131 165






BEST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I-V PARAMETERS AH t!Jll -. YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR ISC	 = 2.63E+14IMb,e/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 2.82E+14 IMev e/cm2
ISC = 110,35MA +, 109mA/ O C (T-30°C)
VOC = 559.08mV - 2,17mV/O C (T-30°C)
PMAX = 46,05MW - . 15 ImW/oC (T-300C)
VMp = 47 1.0 1 mV - 1.88mV/'C (T-30°C)
•	 WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I•V PARAMETERS AFTER 6 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR I SC	 = 5,94E+14IMeve/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 6.42E+14 I Mev e/cm2
ISC ' 94.5 SmA +.I 17mA/ O C (T-30°C)
VOC = 533,8 ImV - 2.22mV/ O C (T-WC)
PMAX = 38,3 1vnW -.143mW/O C (T-300C)
V Mp = 452 23m - 1.9 1 mV/°C (T-300C)
AVAILABLE SOLAR ARRAY POWER AFTER 6 YEARS
BETA	 POWER	 BETA	 POWER BETA	 POWER BETA POWER
(DEG) (WATTS)	 (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS)
0 1351	 137 2	 140 3 143
4 145	 5	 148 6	 I50 7 153
8 155	 9	 158 10	 160 11 162











24 189	 25	 192 26	 196 27 199
28 202	 29	 205 30	 208 31 211
32 214	 33	 217 34	 220 35 223
36 225	 37	 228 38	 230 39 233
40 235	 41	 238 42	 240 43 242
44 244	 45	 246 46	 248 47 250
48 251	 49	 253 so	 255 51 256
52 258	 53	 259 54	 260 55 261
56 262	 57	 263 58	 264 59 265
60 266	 61	 267 62	 267 63 268
64 268	 65	 268 66	 269 67 269
68 269	 69	 269 70	 269 71 269
72 269	 73	 269 74	 268 75 268
76 267	 77	 267 78	 266 79 266
rY	 80 265	 81	 264 82	 263 83 262
84 261	 85	 259 86	 258 87 257
88 255	 89	 254 90	 252 91 250
92 249	 93	 247 94	 245 95 243
96 241	 97	 238 98	 236 99 234
100 231	 101	 229 102	 226 103 223
104 221	 105	 218 106	 215 107 212
108 209	 109	 206 110	 203 ill 200
112 197	 113	 194 114	 193 115 192
116 190	 117	 189 118	 187 119 185
120 184	 121	 182 122	 180 123 178
124 176	 125	 174 126	 172 127 170
128 167	 129	 165 130	 163 131 160
132
4.




BEST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I•V PARAMETERS AFTER 7 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR ISC
	
= 3.07E+14 IMev a/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 3,30E+14 IMev a/cm2
I SC = 107,90mA +.113mA/°C (T-30°C)
VOC' 555.31mV - 2.19mV/°C (T-300)
PMAX = 44,82mW - .149mW/°C (T-30°C)
VMp = 468,25mV - 1.88rnV/°C (T-30°C)
WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I•V PARAMETERS AFTER 7 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR ISC	 = 6,93E+14 IMev a/cm2
I EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 7.49E+14 IMev a/cm2
E ISC = 91.82mA +A 18mA/°C (T-30°C)
VOC = 527,54mV - 2.23mV/°C (T-300C)
E PMAX = 37.01mW - .141mW/°C (T-30°C)
VM p = 447.48mV - 1.92mV/°C (T-30°C) -
AVAILABLE SOLAR ARRAY POWER AFTER 7 YEARS
BETA POWER	 BETA	 POWER BETA	 POWER BETA POWER
`	 (DEG) (WATTS)	 (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS)
0 131	 1	 133 2	 136 3 138
4 141,	 5	 144 6	 146 7 148l	 8 151	 9	 153 10	 155 11 1S8
12 160	 13	 162 14	 164 15 166
16 168	 17	 170 18	 171 19 173
'	 20 175	 21	 176 22	 178 23 180
24 183	 25	 187 26	 190 27 193
28 196	 29	 199 30	 202 31 205
32 208	 33	 210 34	 213 35 216
36 218	 37	 221 38	 223 39 226
40 228	 41	 230 42	 232 43 234
44 `	 236	 45	 238 46	 240 47 242
48 243	 49	 245 50	 246 51 248
52 249	 53	 250 54	 251 55 252 j
56 253	 57	 254 58	 255 59 256
60 257	 61	 257 62	 258 63 258
64 259	 65	 259 66	 259 67 260 Y
68 260	 69	 260 70	 260 71 260
72 260	 73	 259 74	 259 75 259
76 258	 77	 258 78	 257 79; 256
80 256	 81	 255 82	 254 83 253
84 252	 85	 251 86	 250 87 248
t	 88 247	 89	 245 90	 244 91 242
!	 92 241	 93	 239 94	 237 95 235 1
:	 96 233	 97	 231 98	 229 99 226
100 224	 101	 222 102 _	 219- 103 217 1
104 214	 105	 211 106	 208 107 206
108 203	 109	 200 110	 197 ill' 194
112 191	 -113	 -	 189 114	 187 115 186
:	 116 185	 117	 183 118	 182 119 180
120 178	 121	 177 122	 175 123 173
i	 124 171	 125	 169 126	 167 127 ; 165}	 128 163	 129	 160 130	 158 131 156







BEST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I-V PARAMETERS AFTER 8 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE MR I SC	 = 3.51E+14 lMcv a/cm'
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR V OC AND I'MAX = 3.77E+14I Mev a/cn12
I SC = 105,71 in 	 + , I HinA/'(! (T-30°C)
f VOC = 551.70is1V - 2. 1 9mV/'C (T-30°C)
1
'MAX -	 /o	 (,	 a1	 43.73ntW - .148n11V	 C	 1 -30 C)
4 VMp=465,59mV - 1,89 ►nv/°C (T-Wq
WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE: AND IN PARAMETERS AFTER 8 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR 1 4tiC	 = 7,92E+14 1Mev a /c1112
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR V OC AND PMAX = 8,56E+14 IMev a/cm2
ISC = $9,43mA +J 19niA/'C  (T-30°C)
f VOC = 521.71 mV - 2,24mV/°C (T-30°C)
PMAX = 35.87mW — ,140mW/°C (T-30°C)
i V,M p=443.03mV - 1.93mV/0C (T-30°C)
AVAILAIlL1.SOL.AR
 ARRAY POWER AFTER 8YEARS
UrTA POWER	 BETA	 POWER BETA	 POWER BETA POWER
(DEC)
	
(WA'I'TS)	 (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEC)	 (WATTS) (DEG) (WATT'S)
0 127
	 1	 130 2	 132 3 135
4 137	 5	 140 6	 142 7 144
8 147	 9	 149 10	 151 11 153
12 155	 13	 157 14	 159 15 161
.16 163	 1.7	 165 18	 167 19 168
20 170	 21	 172 22	 .173 23 175
24 178	 25	 182 26	 185 27 188
28 191
	 29	 193 30	 196 31 199
32 202	 33	 204 34	 207 35 210
36 212	 37	 214 38	 217 39 219
40 221	 41	 223 42	 225 43 227
44 229	 45	 231 46	 232 47 234
48 236	 49	 237 50	 238 51 240
52 241	 53	 242 54	 243 55 244
56 245	 57	 246 58	 247 59 248
60 248_	 61	 249 62-	 249 63 250
64 250	 65	 ISO 66	 251 67 251
68 251	 69	 251 70	 251 71 251
72 251	 73	 251 74	 25D 75 250
76 250	 77	 249 78	 249 79 248
80 247	 81	 247 82	 246 83 245
84 244	 85	 243 86	 242 87 240
88 239	 89	 238 90	 236 91 235
92 233	 93	 231 94	 230 95 228
96 226—	 97	 224 98	 222 99 220
100 217	 101	 215 102	 213' 103 210
1.04 208	 105	 20S 106	 202 107 200
108 197	 109
	 194 110	 19i 111 188
112 185	 113
	
183 114	 182 its 181
116 179	 717	 178 118
	
177 119 175
120 173	 121_	 172 122	 170 1.23 168
124 166	 125	 165 126	 163 127 160
128 158	 .129	 156 130	 154 131 152




	 R	 (^ Ft	 at^
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BEST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I-V PARAMETERS AFTER 9 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR I SC	 = 3,95E+14 1Mev a/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 4.24E+14 1 Mev a/cm2
ISC = 103,74mA +. I 14vnA/ oC  (T-300C)
VOC = 548,24mV - 2.20mVrC (T-30°C)
PMAX = 42.76mW -. 147mW/ oC  (T-30°C)
VMp = 463,03mV - 1,89mV/°C (T-3ft)
WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND 1 •V PARAMETERS AFTER 9 YEARS
1 EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR I SC	 = 8.91E+14 lMev a/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX = 9.63E+1.4 1 Mev a/cm2
I SC = 87.29mA + ,120mA/°C (T-30°C)
VOC = 516.26mV - 2.25mV/°C (T-30°C)
r' PMAX = 34,86mW -. 138mW/'C  (T^-30°C)
VMp = 438.85mV - 1.94mV/°C (T-WC)
.
t£	 AVAILABLE SOLAR ARRAY POWER AFTER,9 YEARS
3




	 (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS)
0 124	 1	 127 2	 129 3 1.32
4 134	 5	 136 6	 139 7 141
8 143	 9	 145 10	 148 11 ISO
f	 12 152	 13	 154 14	 155 15 157
16 159	 17	 161 18	 163 19 164
20 166	 21	 167 22	 169 23 171
24 174	 25	 177 26	 180 27 183
28 186	 29	 188 30	 191 31 194
32 196	 33	 199 34	 201 35 204
36 206	 37	 208 38	 211 39 213'
40 215	 41	 217 42	 219 43 221
44 222	 45 	 224 46	 226 47 227
48 22n	 49	 230 50	 231 51 232
52 234
	 53	 235 54	 236 55 237
56 237	 57	 238 58	 239 59 240
60 240	 61	 241 62	 241 63 242
64 242	 65	 242 66	 242 67 243
68 243	 69	 243 70	 243 71 243
72 243	 73	 242 74	 242 75 242
76 241	 77	 241 78	 241 79 240
80 239	 81	 239 82	 238 83 237
84 236	 85	 235 86	 234 87 233
88 232	 89	 230 90	 229 91 228 }
92 226	 93	 -	 225 94	 223 95 221
96 219	 97	 217 98	 215 99 213
100 211	 101	 209 102	 207 103 204
104 202	 105	 199 106	 197 107 194
.,	 108 192	 109	 189 110	 186	 - 111 183
112 180	 113	 178 114	 177 115 176
116 175	 117
	
173 118	 172 119 171
120 169
	 121	 167 122	 166 123 164
124 162	 125	 160 126	 159 127 157
128 155	 129	 152° 130	 150 131 148






BEST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I-V PARAMETERS AFTER 10 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR ISC	 = 4.39E+14 I Mev a/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR V OC AND PMAX = 4.71E+14 1Mev a/cm2
I SC = 101.94mA +J 15mA/*C  (T-30°C)
VOC = 544.91mV - 2.20mV/°C (T-WC)
PMAX = 41.87mW - A46mW/°C (T-30°C)
VMp = 460.56mV - I.90mV/°C (T-30°C)
i
WORST CASE IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND I-V PARAMETERS AFTER 10 YEARS
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR I SC	 = 9.90E+14 1Mev a/cm2
EQUIVALENT FLUENCE FOR V OA AND PMAX = 1.07E+15 1Mev'e/cm?
ISC = 85.36mA + A 22mA/°C (T-30°C)
VOC = 511.14mV - 2.26mV/°C (T-300C)
PMAX = 33.95mW - ,I37mW/°C (T-300C)




AVAILABLE SOLAR ARRAY POWER AFTER 10 YEARS
BETA POWER	 BETA	 POWER BETA	 POWER BETA POWER
(DEG) (WATTS)	 (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG)	 (WATTS) (DEG) (WATTS)
0 121	 1	 124 2	 126 3— 129
' 4 131	 5	 133 6	 136 7 138
8 140	 9	 142 10	 144 11 146
12 148	 13	 150 14	 152 15 154
y 16 155	 17	 157 18	 159 19 160
20 162	 21	 163 22	 164 23 167
24 170	 25	 172 26	 175 27 178
28 181	 29	 184 30	 186 31 189
!^ 32 191	 33	 194 34	 196 35 198
36 201	 37	 203 38	 205 39 207
40 209	 41	 211 42	 213 43 214
44 216	 45	 218 46	 21.9 47 220
48 222	 49	 223 50	 224 51 225
52 226	 53	 227 54	 228 55 229
56 230	 57	 231 58	 231 59 232
60 232	 61	 233 62	 233 63 234
64 234	 65	 234 66	 234 67 234
j 68 235	 69	 235 70	 235 71 235
72 235	 73	 234 74	 234 75 234
76 234	 77	 233 78	 233 79 232
80 232	 81	 231 82	 230 83 230
84 229	 85	 228 86	 227 87 226
i 88 225	 89	 224 90	 222 91 221
92 219	 93	 218 94	 216 95 215
n 96 213	 97	 211 98	 209 99 207
z' 100 205	 101	 203 102	 201 103 199
. 104 196	 105	 194 106	 191 107 189
108 186	 109	 184 110	 181 111 178
{ 112 176	 113	 174 114	 173 115 172
116 170	 117
	
169 118 -	 168 119 166
i` 120 165	 121	 163 122	 162 123 160
124 158	 125'	 157 126	 155 127 153
128 151	 129	 149 130	 147 131 145`
132 143	 133	 140 134	 138 135 136
;
73
